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embarks on $60 Million "Full
-- UM-Rolla
Circle -C ampaign" with help of alumni

ybalJ club
g

by Keith Missey
Assistant News Editor
The hundreds of people that participated in Homecoming might not have .
known about one of the major events
that occurred this past weekend. Forthe
first ti.me ever in the uni versity's 126year history, the University of Missouri - Rolla is promoting a campuswide
fund-raising campaign, the "Fu ll Circle
Campaign."
Chancellor John T.
Park formally an nounced the campaign
Friday at a luncheon on
campus. With an overall goal of raising $60
million by June 30,
200 1, the Full Circle
Campaign'\villgoalong
way toward keeping
UMR as one of the
nation's premier un iversities, and will ensure that our students
have all the tools they
need to succeed in· the
2Istcentury," Park said.
"This is indeed a
momentous step for UMR, but we're
fortunate to have astrongbase of private
support from which to launch this cam- '
paign," Park added. "We know that our
alumni and friends want to see UMR
conti!'ue to succeed in the next century

2) Faculty, professorships and
asmuchaswedo. We have no doubt that
by working tog~ther through the Full chairs and departmental support ($16. 75
Circle Campaign, we will make UMR million; - World class students will be
learning from world class educators and
better and stronger than ever."
.
The Full Circle Campaign mission researchers at UMR. The emphasis on
is twofold. "First we want to continue endowed chairs and professorships will
the traditions that make our campus havea direct impact on student learning,
3)Programenrichment($12.65 milunique-theemphasisonengineeringand
science, rigorous academic standards, ' lion) - UMR's tightly focused research
hands-on research and learning, creative mission will grow stronger through this
problem-solving and preparation for emphasis, as will programs designed to
professional success," prepare students for the changing work
force. These programs include support
Park said. "Second, we
for design competitions, seminars and
want to enhance the
preparation of UMR meetings with leaders in business and
graduates forJeadership education, undergraduate research and
in their professions and support for libraries and laboratories,
4) Facilities and equipment ($9
in the society by increased efforts on com- million) - To create innovative educamunication, teamwork tion and research programs, the campus
and education of the to- seeks support for new construction,
tal student. UMR is renovations and equipment. Fadlities
initiatives include completion of an adcreatingacampus Ie¥"ingenvironmentfocused dition to Emerson Electric Company
on the total success of Hall, the electrical engineering building;
new construction and renovation for the
UMR's graduates,
The Full Circle Butler-Carlton Civil Engineering BuildCampaign will put new ing; and support for the Recreation and
Inttamural Center.
resources into five ar5) Annual and unrestricted giving
eas:
I) Student scholarship and sup- ($4.6 million) - Support for a wide
port ($17 million) - This inhe 'largest variety of departmental and programpieceofthecampaign pie. Theemphasis matic needs that require additional reis on the success ofUMR 's students and sources to involve more students, faulty,
to make sure that the best and brightest
see Full Circle on page 18
have the \inancial support they need.

Consumer·'sCorner: Prelllium~gasoliae
by Brian McBride

.

.Staff Writer

I

Do you use preinium gasoline?
The American Automobile Associa,.
' liOD repQrts 'lhat ,20% .ofall g<\So!ine
so~d in the \Jnited States is pre~ium
gas,
Does your car
need~Umga:soline?
ProbablY.' nOl kAA
al~ rCP9rls that orily
aboutfivcpercentofiul
vehicl~ .in ilidJS, r~
quire prcmi~~, '
Qb;- but J,Qu us~ '"
premiuin .~ 16'·cieafi
out youdilel injectors,
right? Wrong, lti·fac~
feilerallawreql!iJ:es that'
all brarids and au gfad!;s
of gasoline sQld-in the
U.S. contain additives iliat protect
from harmful d;ppsit,b~ild-up,
All th.is fuformaticn and more
was publis.hed ;in a rePQrI ' by th,'
Federal Trade Commission last month
called "The Low~Down on High,Oclane Gasoline".

...

UMR researcher receives
industrial ecology grant
by Justin Sutherland

"Our hope is that these awards will
bring together researchers from many
fields to collaborate on solutions to
Dr. Venkata Allada, an assistant common environmental concerns, We
professor ofengineeFingmanagement at are especially interest in seeing researchthe University of Missouri-Rolla, has - ersdevelopinnovationsthatofferincenbecome one of 18 researchers natiowide tives, such as greater efficiency and cost
to receive a grant from the National savings, that will motivate industry to
Science Foundation and Lucent Tech- adoptmoreecologicalprocesses," Janie
nologies worth up to $50,000 per year Fouke, director of NSF's Division of
for two years,
BioengineeringandEnvironmenU\! SysTheNSFlLucentTechnologiesln- tems, said,
The fellowship program was
dustrial Ecology Research Fellowships
are designed to advance the emerging started five years ago by the AT&T
field of industrial ecology. Industial Foundation and continued by Lucent.
ecology entails studies or teaching to This year marks the first partnership
help industry design processes that pre- between The Lucent Technologies Founvent pollution and create environmen- dation and the NSF.
"Many industries are incorporattally friendly products, Essentially, it
provides a systematic app roach to ingthetechniquesofindustrialecology
achieve complete pollution prevention into their environmental planning as a
by eliminating the root causes.
resultofregulations, publicopinionand,
in many cases, cost savings, " RobertA.
Allada received the fellowship to
develop a tool to aid in the design of Laudise, adjunct directo.- of chemical
products that can be disassembled into research at Bell Labs, the research and
see Ecology on page 18
reusable, recyclable or benignly dispos, able components, ·, •••• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•••• ,

News Editor

cars.

And fpr those consumers using the
"cleaner burning" gas to help the eDvir?n.men~ . for.ge! ..about , it. The FTC.
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UMR's m ine rescue team
competes wtth industry teams
•
The fl u can be a major problem fo r students each year. In the
past, UMR has been hit hard by
the fl u. To prevent thi s, it is
recommended th at students get a
flu immunization shot.
Strains of the flu vary each
. year, so evcn students who were
immuni zed last year should get
immuni zed again this yea r.
Sludent Health Services will
offer shots to students while
supplies last.
The nursing staff wi ll also
ho ld three on-campus cli nics.
Stude nts will be able to receivea
fl u shot during the d inner hours
on Wednesday, October 15 at TJ
Hall and on Thursday, October
16 at Rayl Cafeteria. Shots will
also be availab le during lunch on
Tuesday, October 2 I outside the
UCE Cafeteria.
The cost of the shot is $5.
•

UM R P rin t in g and Mail
Servic~s has created a new web
construction a nd ma in tenance
service to meet the growing
needs of the departments and
organizations at UMR. They
have competiti ve rates and can '
do a wide range of j obs, such as
creating on-line surveys, graphics, web pages, and forms. They
also offer advice on how to increase traffic at your web site.
You can visit their web site
at http://www. um r . edu/
~ pmumr /ws . html ·.
•
The Society of Mining Engineering will hold its Haunted
MIDe October 24 and 25 from 5
p.m. till midnight. Tickets for
those 12 years and older are now
on sale for $5 in the Mining
Engineering Office of McNutt
Hall. A $ I discount per ticket
will be given for every two canned
goods donated.
Maps to the mine are available in the Mining Office.

by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer
Did you know that UMR was the
onl y college in the nation to havea mine
rescue team? It is a tearn of
eight students that will took
part in the annual 'Mine
Resc ue Contest at UMR's
Experimental Mine Thursday and Friday, October 910.
This annual event is
coordi nated by the UMR
Mine Rescue Association
a nd Mi sso uri indu stry
members. The 1997 contest is sponsered by Asarco of Bunke r,
Mo. Our team is made up of seven
mining engineers and one metallurgical
engineer. They are Terry Bush, Scotty
Gerbes, Stephen Kan, Shawn Kautzman,

Justin Schupp, Nick Schupp, Brandon
Weeks, and Scott Weinhold.
"UMR is the only uni versity in the
U.S. that has a mine rescue team, and
they compete against professional mine
rescu e teams, " said Ron
Ro binson, supervi sor of
UMR's Experimental Mine
and trainer of UMR's mine
team.
Six industry teams
inciuding Doc RunofViburnum, Mi ssouri, FMC of
Green River, Wyoming,
Asarco from Sweetwater
and West Fork Mines of
Bunker, Mi ssouri, WIPP
(Waste Isolation Pilot Plant) ofCarlsbad,
New Mex ico, and Pea Ridge of Sullivan,
MO, and UMR's team competed in a

see Mine on page 18

KUMR reaches goal
with membership drive
by Ellen Huggett

St.a ffWriter
On Satuday night, October 4,
public radio station KUMR, 88.5
FM in Rolla and 96.3 FM in Lebanon; were sucessful in completing
their fall membership drive.
.
KUMR is a 100,000 watt noncommercial, educational station licensed to the .University of Missouri
at Rolla and serves 250,000 people
with its programming. KIJ'MR features classical, jazz, opera, news and
public affairs o£regional and university interest, along with many other
varieties of music.
Its outreach efforts include .
KUMRe for KiDS and Civic Solu-

tions. KUMR for KIDS reached
2,000 area elementary children last
year with classical music, and Civic
.solutions features a three-month
public affairs show centering on issues ofconcern to south central Missouri .
KUMR also produces a show
fo~national distribution, "We'reScience," which now is carried on 99
station s throughou t the country,
reachingsome40millionArnericans.
The station reached its $40,000
goal with one hour to spare during
Wayne Blellsoe's "Bluegrass for a
Satu~day Night."
This investment drive was part

---

see KUMR Qn page 18

UM R's Army
by Carla M. Roth

Army ROTC
Army ROTC held its annual Weapons Field Training Exercise (FTX) at
Fort Leonard Wood on September 2628. Thi s exercise gave UMR cadets a
chance to advance thier sk-i lls in basic
ritle marksmanship, land navigation, and
drill and ceremony. ltalso gave them an
opportunity to li ve in a barracks environment.
On Friday afternoon, the cadets
packed upall thirequipmentand boar~ed
a chartered bus destined for Fort Leonard
Wood . Upon arriving, the older cadets
began teaching the fund amental of drill
and ceremony.
Afterward, all cadets moved into
the barracks to prepare for the next day'
of training. While some cadets were
writing operations orders (planning and
orgaization of activities), others were
preparing bunks and prac,icing disassembling ther M-16 rifle. The Ranger
Challenger team, Army ROTC's answer

see FTX. on page 18

Cadet Bartels giving an OPORD to prepare the squad leaders for the next day of training.
photo courtesy of Army ROTC
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Dear Editor,
The election ofa new Homecoming Queen and King is always a high
point for UMR. It is'a
competition that is based on the outstandin g character and campus
involvement of the candidates.
Clearly, this year's candidates were all outstanding individuals that have
contributed significantly to
our school. The tough decision is how to choose among them for the
top individuals. The scoring is
based largely on activity points as well as campus voting, interview scores,
and T-shirt sales.
Tlte candidates were required to fill out an activity sheet based on what
campus organizations
that they had been invplved in. They received a sheet similar to the
one that Blue Key requires
prospective members to fill oul. Yel, it seems to this particular candidate,
that some of the other
candidates received points for other activities not on the original list.
I feel that1here was a large
discrepancy in what particular candidates were told to put down on
their application. These points
accounted for a large percentage of the overall score.
Several of the candidates for both king and queen were penalized for
the actions of the judges
from their organizations. I don't feel that the queenlkin g's chairman handled
the issues fairly. It's not
fair to the candidates that they should lose their interview points because
their judge could not make
il. I feel that there is lots of room for bias. Do you ihin,k with this much
room for one-sided influence
that the competition was really fair? Can the people in charge really be
objective when they are in the
same organizations as some of the winners?
Name Withheld on Request

Dear Miner Staff,
I do not intend to write letters to the editor every week, but something
in the Miner caught my
attention this week.
The top story on the front page " Enterprising Students Fight Rising
Textbook Costs, Launch
National Campaign " frankly bothered me. Selling books on the web
is great, not only does it give
students a chance to buy books cheaper than the outrageous prices
we are charged by Barnes and
Noble, but it also means that we will get a higher buy back price. But
I feel something important was
overlooked .
But let's be reasonable here. This is 'a national book sale. One that may
not even inClude UMR
in 50 "specific schools" the web-site is " concentrating" its promotion
s at. Why would UMR
students look for a book for their UMR class on a national book sale
web-site, when we have a webbased book sale right here on our Student Council 's web:site.
That's right, Student Council runs a book sale right here at UMR,
For the students, by the
students. They saw this was a need on our campus and did' something
about ito This web site has
been up for at least two years and I don't see it going away anytime
soon.
So why would Joe Miner bother' with looking for, and buying a book
from Susie San Jose,
having to ship the book and the money back and forth between here
and Southern California, when
Joe Miner can look on the SIUCo Book Sale Web-site, notice that I (or
any other UMR Student for
that matter) have the book he needs right here. So all he has to do is email
me and meet me on campus
somewhere to exchange book and cash, no messing with the post office
UPS,
So here is this service, just waiting for the end of the semester to roll
around so you and I can
post and shop for cheaper textbooks, without having to think about Southern
California or striking
UPS workers.

0,

Thank you,
Amy Pousson
(not a Student Council officer)
(not ne,cessarily an advertisement)

Public education or Pepsi matriculation?

, .edu)
r ,edu)
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.An editoria l by Verve Editor Jeff Leong

Education is one of the most important facets of life here in America.
The generation of
students in today's school system is tomorrow' s generation of leaders,
Those students have
enough problems to worry about in everyday life~ Drugs, alcohol,
gang violence and peer
pressure are a few examples bfthese problems, A school district outside
of Denver, Colorado
has decided to introduce another possible problem: Commercialization,
The school board of the district decided to sell ad vertising space and
negotiate a huge
soft drink contract to Pepsi-Col a The ultimate goal of the district was
to raise money for two
new football stadiums and improvements on existing facilities , In
the deal , the school is
obligated to sell Pepsi products in vending'machines and at the concession
stands at sporting
events, The reason for this monstrous agreement between a public, school
district and a soft
drink giant such as Pepsi is that the district couldn ' t depend on property
taxes an ymore for its
needs, In other words, instead of saving and budgeting for impro vements
later on, the district ,
compromised the educational environment it offers in favor of new athletic
facilities,
We should ask ourselves what we value in education , Are we teaching
our children to
drink Pepsi or to become successful and educated individuals? Schools
are slowly becoming
places of commerce rather tlJiln places of learning,
It seems that large corporations, such as Pepsi, McDonald 's and others
have taken over
many, parts of out lives already; why should they be able to influence
our children in their
schools? Advertisements and oi. er money making schemes have
no place in our publ ic
schools, The students have enough to worry about. The big decision
of what to drink during
lunch is not something that should worry our youth,

Miner staff,
I am very upset that you charge to put personals in the Miner, Each week
when the Miner came
oul, I grabbed one and immediately turned to the "Gossip" section.
For me and many others, this
section of the paper was the most interesting. Sometimes it was the only
section that I would read, By
charging for personals, you almost eliminate them completely. I feel
that you will lose the interest of
several students by continuing to do this, Please take this into considerat
ion,
Jennifer Ward

To the editors of the Miner:
I was surprised to read the outcry about the entire Canada/Jo hn Johnson
thing in the last Miner,
Let me first mak;e it clear that I thought John's first column, and
Jessica's reply were both funny.
Though, they did approach the line, and could have been taken less humorousl
y, and more seriously by
some of the more narrow-minded people on this campus. What the Miner
did is called CYOA (Cover
you own ass,) The Miner would have had to dealt with the responses
from those who took offense to
the letters. By protecting themselves from that risk, they opened themselves
up to the whining that
was printed last week,
I don't believe adding the disclaimer was correcl, but it was justified
and necessary in todays
world, and the authors oflast weeks whining need to get a grasp on the
world around them. This is the
fourth week that this matter has been' printed, and I sincerely hope it
will be the last.
Thank you,
John Keeton
keeton@ a c m.org

Miner Staff:
I apologize in advance for " flogging a dead horse," but thanks for nothing
regarding your response
to the recent criticism over your decision to publish an apology with Jessica
Bigas' letter in the 10/8/97
miner. You had several students write in and complain ~bout your handling
of the situation, and your
lack of a response of any kind makes me wonder this:
Who do you think you're writing this paper for anyway?
It's your responsibility to address this issue, You have let the students
down in a big way, and
yet you ,have decided to not even attempt to justify your actions,
Your behavior has been unjust,
uncalled for, and unprofessional.
Mike Hunter
mhunter@ wnr . edu
Editors ' Response:
The editors hesitated to respond to the opinions expressed in the last
issue ofthe Miner to avoid
turning a matter oj opinion into an argument. However, because there
exists interest, let us say the
follOWing in our defense, As producers of a student newspaper, we
have a responsibility to present
campus information and enteriainment fully andfairly. To produce as
much news and entertainment as
possible, we make every effort to print what we receive without censorship
, To produce afair newspaper,
we must represent all sides. We receivedfe edback that some readers
may have been offended by the
material in the original humor column, In an effort to speakfor and to
all ofour readers, we explained
through the disc/aimer that the column was meant to be humorous,
In order to ron our business
intelligently, we must make efforts not to offend readers. When it is brought
to our aUention that this may
be an issue, we will take steps to prevent such,
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Verve '---"r---~--
A persc;>n you should

now:

Jaime Archer

by Kristen Hartman

school dropouts before finding her niche
" What I' m lookingforall the time
of the cal iber of people who work
diligently every day to serve UMR
work ing with college students.
is j ob opportunities, then we [the
Verve Writer
undergraduates. graduate students and
" I was really anxio us to be in this staff] educate the students. It really is
Numbers. If yo u' re a student at
alumni and the companies that recru it
business. It 's my dream job," Archer up to the student to get his or her own
uMR.youaregoingtobeseeingalotof them in any way possible.
~aid. The three letters that comprise th~
j ob. They have to sell themselves at the
these in yo ur day, not onl y in the
"They [the COC staff] are the word "job" hardly describe what it is
interview," Archer said.
classroom but in otheraspectsofcollege
best I can possibly get.
However.
life as well. Numbers can have great They work very hard
it is the additional
significance.
and are very dedicated.
training
that
Forinstance,threetoone. Noone T he y wo rk - eve ry
Archer and the
cancometoUMRwithouthearing these minute they are here.
COC provide
numbers. They represent the infamous Theydo it because they
that helps UMR
guy to girl ratio. These two numbers' ' want
to
he lp
st udent s sell
alone may have the powe r to persuade companies, and they
t hem se l ves .
or dissuade a student from attending reall y want to help
Through
U~R. Here are a few more numbers fo r
st udent s," . Jamie
workshops ,
yo u to digest.
Archer, di rector ofthe
presentations ,
Eight to 5000. That isthe ratio of COC, said.
com put eJ
the number of Career Opportun ity
Archer regards
software and oneCenter (COC) staff members to the her position in the
on·oneanention,
Jaime Archer is the director ofthe Career.Opportunities
approximate number of undergraduate same way. " My days
the
staff
Center
photo by Ryan Shawgo
students at UMR. This may seem like start early and end late,
advises students
a disadvantageous statistic to students,
but I love my job, and
on how to write a
but these eight people, to date, bring in
I love the students. I wouldn't be here Archer does every day. Archer spends resume and cover letter, how to approach
162 companies to hire students fo r full
if[ didn'!," Archer said.
a lot of time out of the office visiting employers and how to make decisions
time and summer positions. Last year,
Archer's career has progressed in
about which job to take. In addition,
companies around the country and
approximately 500 students were hired an interesting manner. With a degree in
informing them ofthe job opportunities students can have practice interviews,
for summer jobs, and the
helped elementaryeducation,shebeganteaching students are looking for which and the attend etiquette dinners and read
600 students find co-op positions.
first grade. She has also taught junior quality of students that can be found at
interview evaluations given to them by
These numbers can convince you high students and has worked with high
UMR .
recruiters.
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The angels of the highway
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Flower Power:

Love, such a powerful force

and we reported that we were Waiting.
Sarah 's fatherarrived on thescene
Boredom strikes deep in the and decided that the "alternator" needed
hearts offour girls, stuck on the side of . to be replaced and a new battery would
by Daisle H.M. Hobson
Cars, angels, Smurfette, signs, the road; who haven't eaten for -eight have to be purchased. By now it was
Verve Writer
cops, firemen, McDonald's, disco 'and - hours. We ran around the car, discOed.to .' about 8:30 p.m. and bless the people :
niitJt sword fights; what do you think the theme song of "The Smurfs" (do~ 'f that leave car parts stores open until 9.
,
"I love you man!" -these thingS have in common? Keep
p.m. A new battery and alternator were - Bartholemew J. Simpson.
reading to find·the answer.
"
' This may 'seem kind of silly, "
purchased and in~taIled within the next,
.
"Look at the lightS! Every lig/)t
but! think everyone needed to be
, hourandahalf While Carrie and Sarah's
in the dash board is going om" Carrie '
reminded about the importance of
,( fath~r boug!II ' the parts, the rtW-of us
shrieked as we drove down 1-43.5 in
love. There are all kinds oflove and
weni to McDonald 'sand brough\dinner
Kansas 'City last weekend. : . '
I d9n't think there is enough of any
back to have;i picnic on the side of the
"We need to find a gas station and
kind on this campus. I certainly
road.
'
calfSarah 's dad," Shelly suggestedas\yedon\ t love school. I don't even like
" A total of 24 angels stopped to .
all watche<j theeolorful lightson Carrie's
it. Ijusttolerate it. The reason I bring
·see ifwe needed assistance thatnigbt on
dash teli us something was dreadfully
tjlis up is because I see too many
the side ofthe road; two policeman and
wrong with Smurfette, ~ercar. - '
dep,ressed people. Most of the time,
two (gorgeous) firemen were included. I
·As we drove down th.e exit ramp .,
, wish ' to say: thank y'ou for worrying c.
they. are not even sure why they are
and stopped al the bottom; Smurfette
.' about the stranded people'on the side of .:. , aep[essed. If I could, I would give
decid~d she wasn' t going to go any ,
. everyone a big hug and take away all
, the road. There is One mQre·thing: has
farther. We were stuck at the bOttom of
ihei~ pain.
ll'1yon~ ever no.ticec(th~i !here 3(e a It)t .
the exit to Midland Ave.
•
Earlier last week, I was very
'more male angels than female? Male or
Carrie, Shelly, Samantha (Sam)
depressed myself. I was having all .
female, thank you to all of you angels
and I piled out of the now dead car and
kinds of problems: sch~ol, work, exthat stop and offer assistance to stranded
looked around. The nearest gas station
travelers.
60ifri~n~s etc:.:! was so depressed :
was within sight and we decided that
Sam and I were going to go call a friend ' s
house that lived close by and see if they
could help with the car. As we decided
this and calmed Carrie down, the first
Perhaps no other film offers a more exciting rollercoaster
angel appeared.
ride through tbe golden era ofsilent comedy than "Sherlock, Jr."
The car behind us, realizing our ask), had a mock-battle with swords
Dramatizing the uproarious explQits, of a rne~k theater
distress (four teenage girls stuck with a (bought as a present at the Renaissance
projectionist-tumed-amateur-sleufh, the filni, oierrdS t he
broken car) offered to let us use his cellFestival that day, and we normally don ' t
knockabout physical comedy normally lined to slapstick 'with
phone to call our frie nd . As we waited carry swords everywhere), talked about
amazing stunts and moments. of humor-such as the sequence in
for the arrival of assistance we stood previous driving experiences, looked at
which Buster leaps "through" the silver screen and lands in the
around the car, in the dark, mi nd you, and
the cars as they drove past us and all the
midst of the actiot!. Dziga Vertov's masterp(ece "Man With a
tried to think of anything that could be time talked to the angels that kept checking
Cam,era;" makes the cameraman the hero, and is ' a dynamic
wrong. We talked offoreign wo rds like
up on us.
experiment in .montage. The film uses trick photography,
"alternators" and "distributor caps" and
We waited at least one hour for
animation, slow m<llion and speed-up shots.
many other words that meant little to
our friend's dad to arrive with tools and
This film is'free and shown fuLeach Theatre on Tuesday,
any of us. Three more angels stopped as some hope .of, t:.e~u,mil\g to ,my ,h.oJJ1~ .. _
~ b~ctober-if. "'-t..~ .... . . . . .. "' . . . . . . . . . ,. ..... . . .". .. - - ..... . . .... .". '" ~~""
we waited to see i fwe needed assistance where we we r~ to sleep that night.

by Sarah Albers
AssIstant Verve Editor

"We' re here to educate students
on how to getajob. We fee l weare a part
of the education process of students,"
Archer said .
And it 's the quality of education
a UMR student receives that keeps
companies coming back, according to
Archer. " 1 think ali of the campus has
made a concerted effort to make a wellrou nded student," Archer said.
Although she does not get to
work hands-on with students as much as
she would like to, Archer always enjoys
readi ng students' resumes, talki ng to
the m and walki ng the m th rough
interviews, and she has fo und UMR
students to be very appreciative of the
services the
offers. This is one of
the reasons why Archer constantly
expresses how much she loves her job.
" I have never experienced, as
much as I have this past year, with
students being so appreciative. It has
practically put me in tears. It's heartwarming to think that students are so
nice," Archer said.
However, there is another aspect
of Archer' s job that she finds most
rewarding. " Seeing students get jobs.
That's what it's all about."

I wrote a friend of mine an email
message and spilled my guts. The
next day I received a message back
from him that made my whole week.
He basically told me that I was a very
good and special person. It had been
a while since anyone had told me
that, so I was very happy. That day
was when I noticed how depressed
some people looked. It was then that
I realized how important
compliments and love is. I was very
thankful to my friend for making me
feel better about myself. I know that
everyone can think of a time that
someone close to you said something
nice to cheer you up. The person
probably didn't even know they
were doing it. Sometimes a small
compliment or joke can mean the
world to someone who is having_a

see Flowe~ on Page 19
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Life

Tips and Quips for Writers:

Active

notetaking
lookoveryournotes periodically. Keep
them fresh .)
Listen. Listen. Listen. Write.
Write. Write.
Also, it pays (big time) to read
the assignment before class. If the
professor g ives you an outline on
the board or overhead, copy it
and fill it in with
additional information
du ring the lecture. Use
a bbrevi at.io n s , when
possible. Leave some white
space for later additions. Use
" highlighting, orsomething(!),
to mark the main points of the
lecture. Most importantly, if you
think the main points connect to another
concept in the subject area, make a note
of the connection. These thoughts may
become important tools when trying to
develop an essay exam answer, or a
paper topic, later.
Supposedly, we forget 50% of
everything we hear right away. Two
months later, we have forgotten at least
75% of what we have heard. Therefore,
it is important to learn or improve upon
the art of notetaking today.
Quip: If everyone is thinking
alike, then somebody isn't thinking.George S. Patton, Jr.

by Barbara Baird
Center for Writing Tech.
Notes are the link between the
output from the professor and the input
to yo ur brain. You are en tire ly
responsible
for
your
interpretations of the spoken
word, and these interpretations
are the things that can make or
breakyournextexam. Taking
note s demands active
mental deliberation, which
requires the ability to take
the spoken word, decode
it, and transform the word
into a written record. Since
notetaking is a skill, here are some tips
to consider when you pick up the pen in
your next lecture class.
Listen. Listen. Listen. Write.
Write. Write.
An on-line reference from
Dartmouth College recommends the
TLQR Techniquefortakingaciivenotes:
'Tune-in and I isten to the
speaker. (This takes energy!)
'Look at the speaker.
'Question when you do not
understand something; but, stay on the
subject. (Or write down questions for
later.)
'Review, or look over, the notes
• you have to see if there is a main point,
a pattern or a hierarchy emerging. (Also,

Barbara Baird is a writing
assistant at the Center fo r Writing
Technologies at UMR.

Why one could respect crack dealers
by Mark Jones
Verve Columnist
One could find non-violent crack dealers to be more respectable than
.. someone who works at grocery stores as a cashier, at liquor stores or at various
gas stations. Sounds crazy doesn ' t it? Let me exp lain with some quick stats
and then some other reasons.
• Alcohol is involved in 90% of campus rapes.
• Deaths per year in the US : tobacco 350,000, alcohol 100,000,
cocaine 2,000.
• Number of people who have used the drug in the past month ifthey
have used it ever: alcohol 68.8%, tobacco 41.6%, cocaine 24.8%.
• Number of deaths per year with use in the Plbt month per 100, 000
people: obesity 1100, tobacco 58 1, a lcoho l 183, cocaine 10.7.
Lifetime abuse by adults: nicotine 20%, alcohol 13%, cocaine .2%
90% of ages of first use: nicotine 18, alcohol 19, cocaine 24.
50-66% of all homicide are alcohol related.
25% of all rapes are alcohol related.
Traffic fatalities are the number one accidental cause of death of
which 50% are related to alcohol.
Falling is second and 28% of them ar'e related to alcohol.
• Drowning comes in next with 33% belonging to alcohol.
• Fires are fourth with 50% from alcohol.
After reading all of that you wouldn ' t think we would look dowri on
crack dealers so much. Notonly do they sell a product that is less ofa problem
to society, they do it for decent money. Which, as long as it is illegal,.can
sometimes be upwards of$50,000 per year. So, ifthey are selling out, at least
they are doing it formore than $6 an hour selling alcohol and tobacco products.
Also, because of the price of crack, most people who use it probably
aren't able to afford alcohol, so that is just less for us to worry about than
dying or causing other problems like the ones above.
Of the 12 million undergraduate college students in the United States
currently, )60,000 will die from alcohol related causes while in school. How
many students do you think die from crack? I don ' t even know anyone here
that uses crack.
What about crack babies you ask? They really aren't that common,
so don't believe the hype! Fetal alcohol syndrome(FAS) is the leading cause
of birth defects and developmental disabilities in the United States and the
largest cause of mental retardation in the western hemi sphere.
We spend millions fighting crack distribution and sales, bringing about
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• by NickSkupnik
Verve Creative Writer

the tragedy
cream co lored with a beauti fu lly placed
brown stripe on the side. The inside
consisted of yellow shag carpet, flower
covered curtains and many camping
accessories.
When Nick was six, his fanlily
bo ught it from his aunt and uncle. It was

Life and death are a part of each
other. Lifeand death are great factors for
us as well. We try to enjoy life to its
fullest extent, and our li fe is made short
by death. We are no strangers to
death, yet it always seems to
leave a big impact on us. My
friend , Nick Sturm, was living a
good life, until Death decided to
pay a little visit. It was not his
own death, nor that of a fam ily C::.l""'-~_~
member, nor that of even a close .
friend from school; instead, Death
decided to take with him to the
fiery underworld that which Nick
loved : a '72 Ford Econoline 300 van.
in poor condition, and needed constant
You see, Nick Sturm grew up with that
ma intenance and repair just to remain
van. Yan ride after van ride, back and
running. But instead ofa weakness, that
forth to and from school and to other was a strength. Nick Sturm learned a lot
places, the memories he had in that van- about fixing vans from watching and
with his family, with his fatherorjust by
helping his father. He rode in it every
himself-were all things that made the
day to and from school talking with his
dad about the day's events.
van more special to him. The van was
Already, after owning it only a
a part of him. He had spent a good
year, it was starting to become a thing in
,portion of his life in that van. With its
death, a part of him died as well.
which both he and his father had pride.
The van was a van wi th character.
It may seem strange to people that one
It stood apart from most every other van could have pride in an old rusty van, but
his family' lived in a small to wn where
outthere. It was something to remember.
It was something to cherish. It was
somehow the older van did not seem so

TE(] Ii Ric al it i Bs:
by Jennifer Carlson
UMRTECHS
UMR TECH S will be very busy
during the rest of this week and next, and
we need your help! Tomorrow and
Frid ay we will be constructing a brick
wall in the University Center Breeze
Way. Take a few seconds out of your
day and add a brick to the wall. The
construction site opens at 9:30 a.m. on
both days and will remain open until
I :30 p.m. , when the union has lunch .
Once we have completed the wa ll, we
will be moving it to' the Multipurpose
Building. The Wall will be on display
Friday, October 24,from 10 p.m. until
. 3 a.m., so swing by that night! WHY SO
LATE?
HOT SHOTS '97 is why! On
Friday, October 24, TEC,HS is
sponsoring our second annual late night

sports tournament.
We will be
conducting volleyball , basketball ,
racquetball and ping-pong tournaments,

alongwith great music, dopr prizes and
refreshments'Tournamentwinnerswill

of

Death

out of place. His family, especially his
dad, became identified with the vehicle.
When Nick's parents accepted teaching
jobs in the suburbs ofSt. Louis, the van
seemed a bit too rusty and beat up to sit
in a city driveway. He remembers
listening to his parents talkaboutselling
the van, and looking at other vans.
Nick did not know what he would do
if the van left their possession. He
had so many fond memories of that
van, but his parents were the ones
who held its fate in their hands.
His parent's decided to keep
the van; ithad becomeapartofthem.
They decided to repaint and rebuild
the van. They removed the interior
and redid its body work. New carPet
and a well-running engine gave it a new
feel. The van had gotten a make-over.
Now, not only was the van a part of
them, a way of getting around~ but now,
the Sturm-mobile was " stylin'."
The van was full ofchai-acter, full
of history, full of style and, of course,
full of love. They took it everywhere.
It had become the Sturm family 's van of
choice. They took it for small trips into
town. They took it for small trips down
the street. They even took it out on the
road for long trips. It went everyWhere.

see Death on page 19

'Y7
receive Hot Shots ' 97 T-shirts . .
To s ign up a team , get an
application from a n organization
president, the fro nt desk at the Student
Recreation Building, Student Health or
from a TECHS member tomorrow or
Friday. There is no appliaction fee. The
appli cations are due by Thursday,
October 23 , to either Student Health or
106 Norwood Hall, or give it to a TECHS
member tomorrow or Friday. If you
have any questions about Hot Shots '97
please email jcarlson@umr.edu .
On the night of the toum'ament,
check-in will begin at9:45 p.m. imd end
by 10: 15 p.m. The game times are to be
determined by the dOUble elimi nation
tournament. There will be plenty ~f
foo.d and drinks for players and fans
attending. Everyone should be ready to
spend a fun evening cheering on his or her
favorite team!
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Third annual Midnight Bowl For Kids' Sake
by Chris Moore
SIgma Tau Gamma

donations. This year, first place will
receiveaYCR,StLouisCardinaistickels

to the St. Louis Planetarium. Third
place receives an assortment ofcompact
discs and St. Louis Cardinals tickets. A
The time is coming close for the
prize will also be awarded to the team
Midnight Bowl forKids' Sake sponsored
that raises the most donations. In
addition, door prizes will be drawn
by Sigma Tau Gamma Fraternity and
Gamma Beta Sigma Sorority. Theannual
throughout the ' evening, such iIS free
event will be held at Coachlite Lanes on
dinners in Rolla, free movie passes, etc.
Kingshighway in Rolla. All proceeds
All bowlers who raise $25 or more will
receive a free Midnight Bowl for Kids '
raised from the Midnight Bowl are
Sake T-shirt.
donated to Big BrotherslBig Sisters of
Rolla, MO. The Midnight Bowl is in its
This year's Midnight Bowl for
third year running and last year raised
Kids ' Sake will take place on November
over$ 1400 for Big BrotherslBig Sisters.
14 from 1:30am. t03 :00 am. Ifyou are
Teams of up to six bowlers
interested in forming a team, contact
participate by raising donations and
Chris
Moore
at
364-5226 ,
thenbowling forfreeatCoachlite Lanes.
anoo re@umr.edu,orAmandaWithers
Each bowler r)I!' ~t \}lise .P5 in ol1!~tq. . ,aOQ t~o St. bOui£ Sy.mphGn~ tiekcts. , .at< il 6&-4-1 90;, ,wi trhe r s@'mm-n-edu .
pow I. Priz~JI~1<l1"ge{y;i1J~e ~ar;JfecjM ~':!;eOOn' pra(;e\Vln:;~up'erlNin'ten-do:Si. ~. i5~ati~m ·f'O~s \\:iIt-bb tlist;ib'~ted at
Ihe three bowlers who rai se the most Louis Cardinals tickets, and two pass~s y~ u, teom s request..
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Cam pus
Chr isti an
The cas e of the lost lunch boxes Min istr ies intr odu ces
by Sean Cordes
IIFood for Tho ugh t ll
Verve Creative Writer
It was Ihe big Friday at Bag
Valley Elementary Schoo l. The kids
werealljum ping andjoyful. Today.was
the day of the Big Fall Picnic. All the
children packed their lunchboxes to the
brim on thisdayand lined up around the
Big Tree at I I a. m. to meetthe very big
yellow bus. It was this way that they all
traveled to Big Bag Lake.
As the chi ldren lined up at the
laurich stop in the morning sun, you
could see them all. Barbie and Ken, the
Animaniacs an~ Sleeping Beauty herself,
poised on the sign. They all stood there
waiting for the day ' s events.
As they boarded the bus, adarkly
dressed girl from the high school, (who
was now interning in day care) took the
lune,hboxes from each child with an
obligatory, "all lunches will be kept on
the back of the bus."
Thus the kids gave up their
glorious, hard won "Munchab les," cold
taco treats, their "Chateau Sun" minicoolers and their "Subday" carry shout
meals. .
The Big Bus ride was real fun . A
fifth grader hit on the teacher, of all
people. She kinda blushed; he bragged to
the 12 yearolds. All of the sixth graders
sang "999 Bottles of Beer On the Wall"
till it seemed like the millenium turned . .
They descended onto the long,
bright, green grass. The day was bright
and the afternoon seemed like a whole
vacation. You could tell by all the fat

men fi shing in the early aftern oon.
T hen the teacher herded them to
the picnic tables that would house the
group's lunch. Butasthe children arri ved
at the table, a shriek rose out from the
crowd atthehillto p. "All the hinch esare
gooooone! " Yes, that's ri ght, all the
lunches that the children had their
mothers so lovingly prepared had ... gulp,
disappeare d.
Just then, our hero, Ben Harvey,
who had been waiting patientl y to speak
to the group ofkids about the nutritional
benefits of okra, world's most underacknowle dged positive vegetable ,
jumped into action. Strolling into the
nearby tree line he transfonne d himself
into Okra Man.
Basically in a nut shell, the
process of his tranfonnation consisted
mainly of fibrous green growths
ascending from nearby greenery and
enclosing his body much like late leaves
cluster around an early walnut in the
Ozark autumn, exceptin' for his head,
and arms, and legs peeked out. Okra
Man ' sspinebeg anatinglin g. Suddenly,
all around Big Lake, all the fishing poles
ofthose fat men vacationing in October
started twitching.
The vines of the okra fields in all
nearby locations were sending the
message, "Look out for lost lunchboxes."
A fat '01 catfish heard the okra
dude' s shimmying call and relayed the
message to Mr. Bull, a frog on the shore
with whom he was conversing . Heknew
it all, and told it too for a fee. For three
fat flies he gave up his story. The

:C o.n e'e nu pela.te:

lunchboxes lay with this heavy, heavy
chick, ofthe female persuasion. Her and
her clique was showing ' em off by the
falls by the far side of the lake.
Thinking quickly, Okra Man split
his pod and fonned what might onl y be
described as a modem day, ready-mad e,
papyrus reed boat. And just like in the
nomenclature of lore, our hero crossed
that mighty water.
When he reached the pig roast on
the other side, Okra Man knew that his
worst assumptions would make no ass
today. The girls in pasty white unkempt
make up frolicking pagan-like on the
beach, twirling lunch boxes around the
pig spit, were followers of none other
than MaryJane Spamson, notoriousf ock
hedonist.
Okra Man slid slyly up among
. the island tree line, concealing himself
among the moss. H is okra spines
detected a clue. The leader ofthe group,
the ninth grade work study girl from the
bus who first secured the lunches for the
children, was now running amuck, using
the seemingly unoffendin g boxes, for
seemingly devious purposes.
The Green Defender wasted no
time now, for the season is nigh for
plucking. Likea vinein search ofwater,
OkraMan shot across the sand snatching
the lunch boxes from every hand, a vinelike hand enveloped the pig spit circle.
Then every box lay at the green man's
feet, alid he spoke, "Peel back the soil."
Just then a stream of sacred okra slime

Rosie Johnson
Campus Christia n Ministrie s

they have begun to offer a simple foru m
fo r students to voice their opinions, ask
questions or j ust sit and talk. Each
XA, CCF, BSU. Are these . Tuesday, fro m II :30 a. m. till I p. m. in
letters strange to you? Then you are TJ . cafeteria and Rayl cafeteria, they
probab ly not familiar with the Christian are sponsoring a " Food For Thought"
table. Students are encouraged to stop

Ch r rst ian Camp us Minis try Cente rs '
Baptist Student -Union
ChiAlpha(xA:)
C1Ui~tian .earnpusJI~use

Lutheran Studen~<Center
Newman Center
.
' Wesley HoUse ,
Chiist Episeopal,Churcb
KoiIiQ.oia .
.
~

campus ministries represented on the
UMR campus. There are several, and
. they include the Newman Center, the
Baptist Student Union (BSU), Wesley
House, the Lutheran Student Center
(LSC), Christian Campus Fellowship
(CCF), C hi Alpha (XA), Chri st
Episcopal Church and Koinonia (Rolla
Church of Christ). Each olie represents
an outreach to this campus by a certain
group of Christians, but they are all
bonded together by a common belief in
Jesus Christ as "The Way, The Truth,
and The Life."
As part of their ministry together,
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by and visit with the different campus
ministers to express their opinions or
ask questions concerning Christianity
and religion. This is part ofthe campus'
endeavor to have a who listie approach
to campus life. We are physicaJ; mental,
emotional and spiritual beings, and the
campus ministries are here to meet the
spiritual needs of students.
So, stop by and gain some "Food
For Thought." The Christian Campus
Ministries are also sponsorin g the
campus-w ide 30 Hour Famine for
fighting children 's hunger world-wide.
More on this event is listed on page 8.

1998
u.s. Sponsors
St. Bonaventure Univ., NY
Ms. Alice Sayegh
(716) 375-2574

Truman State Univ., MO
Dr. Patrick Lecaque
(8 16) 785-4076
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Technolog y
by Jason Van Dyke
Verve Writer
Ion engine propulsion
endurance test completed
On September 25 , the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory completed
an 8,000-hour endurance test of a
prototype xenon ion e n g in e,
providingagreen light fortheengine' s
first ever application to adeep space
mission next year. Ion propulsion is
set to be used on Deep Space I
(OS I), the first launch of the New
Millennium program, a series of
mi ssio ns desi g ned to test new
technologies so that they can be
confidently used on science missions
ofthe2Istcentury.DSI,whichwill
fly by Mars, an asteroid and a comet
whilevalidatingadozen technologies,
is scheduled to launch on Jul y I.

Diamonds in your hard
drive
With hel p fro m Ernest
Orlando LawrenceBerkeley National
Laboratory researchers, the storage
capacity of your computer' s hard
drive isabaut to advancedramatically.
Simon e A n ders o f th e
Accelerator and Fusion Research
Division at Berkeley Lab and her
colleagues from IBM and UC
Berkeley have fo und a way to shield
disks and sliders, or reader heads,
with ultra-thin ·'overcoats" of
diamond-like carbon that can survive
. repeated crash landings at 3600 rpm.
fBM has already brought to market
disks that store 2.64 gigabytes of

-----------;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::r::::::::::::::r:::;;:::::;!~=~~~~;,;.~~~

update

. data per square inch;densitiesalmost
twice that have been demonstrated,
and researchers are aim ing for ten
g igabytes per square inch and more.
A fully ionized carbon plasma allows
electron s and carbon nuclei to
reassemble themselves as iliamond
in athree-dimensionallattice in which
each atom is bound to four others by
electron pairs - a tetrahedral bond.
By contrast, atoms in graphite are
bound to only three other atoms,
fo rmin g a mu c h less stable
configuration. By tuning the energy
of the incoming carbon ions, the
tetrahedral-bond content of the
deposited film can be optimized;
thus films have been made that,
wh iIe technically amorphous, are 85
percent diamond.

Regenerative life support
goes into testing
The next phase of testing of
regenerative life support systems
has begun at NASA 'sJohnson Space
Center, Houston, TX. A crew of
four is being maintained in an airtight chamber environment for 90
days testing life support systems
for future space e xplo ration

missions)such as a mission to Mars.
Phase 1IJ of the Lunar-Mars Life
Support Test Project began on Sept.
19, 1997. It is the fourth in a series
oftests being conducted at Johnson.
ThiS phase uses a combination of
physical, mechanical, and biological
methods to recycle air and water.

see Technology on page 19

30 hour famine at UMR
by Benjamin Orr
Campus Christian Ministry
Students from eight campus
mini stries at UMR will go without
food for 30 hou rs on Oct. 17- 18 to
help fighthungerand poverty around
the world . The local college students
will join thousands of others across
the U.S. and Canada in World Vision 's
annual 30 Hour Famine.
The international Christian
reliefanddevelopmentagency, World
Vision, sponsors the30 Hour Famine ·
each year to help young people leam
about global hunger issues and to
rai"" funds for the fight against hunger.
Participants are asking family,
friends and neighbors to sponsor
them financially as they go without
food for 30 hours to identify with
those who are hungry. · Through
videos, games, special events and
involvement in local community
service projects, ihey learn about
hunger and what they can do the help
others.
In 1996, more than 300,000
American young peopl e raised over
$4 million through the 30 Hour
Famine. Doug McGlashan , the
national director of the 30 Hour
Famin e, has seen the program grow
dramaticall y over the past few years.
McG lashan says, "Young people in
this country ha ve enormou s
compassion for children and families

in need. The more they learn, the
more they become commi tted to
making a difference in their world.
We can all learn from their example
and enthusiasm."
·'This is a great opportuni ty
for us to get involved in actually
saving children 's lives," says 20
year-old Emil y Tummons, w ho is
participating with a group from
Ch risti." Campus Fellowship.
" Even more, we hope this endeavor
will further unite our campu s
ministries as well as stir upa stronger
hunger for Christ-like service."
As part of the Famine, local
participants will begin with a rally
atthe Puck on Friday at noon. They
will then rejoin at 5 p.m. at the
Baptist Student Union fora night of
fun and hunger awareness.
Last year, similar Famine
events around the world raised
enough money to feed 28 ,000
children for a full year through World
Vision projects. Anyone interested
in participating in the 30 Hour
Famine or in sponsoring
participants in this group can contact
Ben Orr by phone 308-1551 or by
e-mail at bko@umr . edu. Also,
World Vision can be directl y
contacted at 1-800-7-FAMIN E. If
you would like to help prevent
world hunger, be a part of th e
solution and support thi s 30-Hour
Famine!
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Sports
Men's soccer has
shot at conference
by Todd Monroe

home, under cloudy, 70 degree conditions. The Miner effon was n' t quite
Staff Writer
enough to give UM R the victory, and
Friday, Oct. 17, the Univers ity the score ended in a 5-0 deci sion for the
of Missouri-Rolla men 's soccer team Quincy team.
faces Missouri Bapti st at St. Loui s.
Quincy's first score came with a
Staning time is slated for 7 p.m. Sun- goa l at the seven minute mark from
day, Oct. 19 the Miners take on Central Quincy player Mark Wilson, on a long
Methodist at Fayette, MO, at 4 p.m. pass and breakaway, assisted by Andy
Coach Mark Sali sbury di scussed the. . Ippensen. Near the 40 minute mark, a
condition of the team an.d said, " We got give and go resulted in a score for Quincy
big news which I think is real imponant. from Mike Mathison, assisted by Matt
for the men 's team. Missouri Southern Vollink. The fi rst half ended with the
beat Truman State at Missouri South- Miners dow'n 2-0.
The second period saw more
em, so now we have an inside shot at
the conference championship. We have Quincy goals as Josh Woodwonh scored,
two more conference games and we only fi rst an·unassisted goal off of a maneuhave to win one of them to win it: So, ver and 15 yard shot, and again 10 minwe want to sweep it, we want to win it utes later, as Wilson assisted with a pass
clear out, and win all the games in the into the box, followed by the Woodwonh
conference. But we' ve got the inside score. The final goal came from Vollink
track now and that 's a very exciting by way of a close range shot, assisted
thing, this team has never won the con- by Mathison, just after 73 minutes of
ference championship before. We are play.
still a little banged up, but we are taking
A yellow card was issued to Miner
. some days off, the team is taking Satur- Mike Kiefer nearing the six minute mark Senior Gevan McCoy attempts to gain control of the ball in the Miners' game against Southwest
Baptist University. The Miners shut out SBU by a score of 6-0, The Miners must defeat the
day, Sunday and Monday off. We' ll need of play.
the couple of days, I think those will
During the first half, confronting Truman State Bulldogs to be the sole champions of the MIAA conference.
really help us. Some of the freshmen are nine shots from the opposition, goalie
photo by Boyd Neisen
starting to play better, and we are stan- Jeff Hougland recorded three saves, and
ing to get back on track. I think we can gave up two goals. Second half goalie
win a couple of games here, and reall y Kevin Levy faced eight shots, three of '
gear up to try and win the conference. " which he saved,
The men are coming off of a game
see Miners on page 20
on Tuesday, Oct. 7, versus Quincy at
cluded some 150 runners, was very jury as he placed fifth with a time of
by Brad Neuville
strong. Division I schools Carbondale, 21 :51 in the highly competitive race.
Assistant Sports Editor
" I' m extremely happy with his
DePaul , and St. Loui s Univ ers ity
The Mi s souri·Rolla Lady comp'e ted at the meet. Th e Lady turnover ," Preston said.
"He
Miner cross country team experienced Miners ended up placing ahead ofSt. [Mulvaney] is back on track, running
two firsts on their way to Ii seventh Louis University.
like we thought he would his senior
place finish at the Missouri/ Borders
Thi s was the first time in three season. The race was really competiState Invitational in St. Louis on Sat- chances thi s year that the Lady Min- tive. The winner represented his counurday, October 11.
e rs were a ble to topple SIU- try in the Olympics [Atlanta] and the
It was the first time that UMR Edwardsville. Two weeks ago at the second place guy was last year ' s Dihas had' three runners under 19 min- Miner Invitational SI U-Edwardsv ille vision II National Champion. Ben had
utes and ·it was the first time thi s sea- edged out th e Lady Min'ers for the a great race."
Mulvaney was fo llowed by j unson that UMR placed ahead of SIU- team tirle.
Edwardsvill e.
Jones, Lentz and Fraze r were ior Matt Hagen, who fi nished 39th in
T he Lady Miners strong per- fo ll owed by juni or Sheryl Z iccardi 23: 04. He was follo wed by senior
fo rmance was lead by senior Tracy who fi ni shed in 51 st place with a time Craig McCaule y at 23: 3 0 ' in 60 th
Jones who crossed the fi nish line in of 19:47 . Freshman Ju lia Kuses ki place, j uni or Dan Saylor at 23:49 in
Site: St. Lou is, Mo,
18:42 in 10th place on the five kilo- rounded o ut the scor ing with a 11 9th 65 th pl ace, and junior Jos h Sales at
Date: Oct. 17, 1997
meter co urse. That was a personal place fini sh in 21 :3 5.
23 :50 in 66th place .
"The men didn 't compete as we
record fo r Jo nes on a five kilometer
. Time: 7 p,m. COT
" We j ust had a good all-arou nd
course.
meet," Preston said . " With the type would have like d," P reston s aid.
She was followed close ly by of field that was there 1 was really " We ' ve got some work to do. We tend
sophmo re Sheri Lentz who too k 17th happy with our fini sh." O'n the men 's to like slower courses, with more hills
with a time of 18:54. Senior Jenni fer s ide, the Mi ners had a som ew hat and we j ust di dn ' t get the j ob done on
Frazer took 18th place with a time of - ro ugh ninth place fi ni sh. The eight this fast layo ut. Hopefull y we' ll be
18 ~ 5 5.
kilo meter CO UTse was cut short and able to sneak up on someone at co n"T he co urse was ve ry fast," the men onl y ran about Six or seven ference. "
Co ach Sarah Pres to n s ai d. "The kilometers.
Both the men and women will
" [Th e co urse] was .proba bly be competing next at the MIAA Concourse was very fl at, it may have been
the fastest course we've ever run on ." a bout a s even ki lometer," coach ference Championships hosted by
Despite the speed of the course, Preston said . " I fi g ured our times Northwest Mi s~ouri State. Th e meet
Site: Fayette, Mo,
Pre ston w as pl ea s ed with the were about 3:30 shon which indicated will be held in Maryville, Mi ssouri
about a kil ometer difference. 1 heard on Saturday, October 25th. Saturday,
women 's performance.
~y-fL[.£. _ I 12 Wa t c b Date: Oct. 19, 1997
" It was fast but we haven ' t re" some coaches saying they estimated November 8th is the date set for the
Time: 2 p,m, COT
Great Lakes Regional at Wiscons inally worked on speed (training) a lot. it at seven kilometers too."
Miners: Nathan Wojtiekwicz (3
I was happy to see that they could
Despite the odd distance, se- Parkside in Kenosha, Wisconsin with
goals, 2 assists), B.J. Stulsatz (3
nior Ben Mulvaney continued hi s road the top individuals and teams moving
get out there and run a fast race."
goals, 1 assist)
The wo men 's field , which in- to complete recovery from a hip in- on to Natio nals.

Lady Miners take seventh, men and
women to compete in MIAA championship

UMRat
Missouri
Baptist

UMRat
Central
Methodist
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La.d y" Mjner soccer team wins three
Quincy. 2·0 was a friendly score, we
could have beaten them by a lot more
goals. It was a good win,"said Salisbury.
Friday, Oct. I 0, saw the Lady
Sunday, Oct. 19, University of
Miners oattle the Southwest Bapti st
Missouri·Roll a women's soccer team
team in another home game. The distravels to Fayette, Mo. battle Central
tance between scores was much larger
Methodist at 2 p.m.
as UMR compi led II goals for the game
Coach Mark Salisbury stated that
compared to Southwest Baptist 's ·zero.
this will be a big game, and went on to
The first ha lf witnessed 6 goals
discuss the the upcoming schedule, and
for the Lady Miners, starting with a
said, " VVe just need to keep winning.
goal .
from
Szkrybalo, assisted
by Sanders a nd
Kelly Thomas, off
of a cross into the
box. Sanders was
the next to score,
assisted
by
Szkrybalo and
Thomas; with an
open shot in front.
Fischer assisted
Thomas on the
next goal with a
cross from the corner for the Thomas
shot. Szkrybalo
next assisted Sanders ·en route to a
give and go score
for UMR. The
Lady
Miners
closed the first period with two unassisted goals, the
first being off a free
kick from Sanders,
Lady Miner Natalie Sanders attempts to dodge an opponant in a recent home and the latter being
game. The Lady Miners are currently 12-1-1.
photo by Boyd Neisen a shot from 25
yards Out, courtesy
VVe need to w in the rest of our games to
McMillan , Connie ' Me ye rs, Lizz of Thomas.
give us a shot to go to the tournament ." Szk ryl5alo , and Michell e John so n.
Sanders opened the second half
The Lady M in ers played
scoring w'ith a red irect of a cross, asQui ncy starte rs were Peterson , Joni
Quincy in Rolla, on Tuesday, Oct 7, Jen sen, Kelly Ideran, Lynn Cramer, sisted by Szkrybalo. Alison Hanson
Ashle y Kreis , Hannah Anderson , was nc x t to score on a 10 yard shot,
and were able to secure a 2-0 victory.
with an assist fro m De na Burns.
Single goals were scored in each
Kristan Pottenon, Moll y Kinsella, Susan Peterson, Janel Reichert, and Jaime . Szkrybalo made her second goal o f th ~
of the periods of play. The first came
game w ith an assist from McMill an,
w ith a goal from Natal ie Sanders at the
Adki ns.
"Quincy was a big game, we had
9 minute mark, with an assist from Amafter a pass from the top of the box.
never beaten them before .. They had
Goal number 10 came unassisted via
ber Fischer, off ofa steal and cross into
the box.
drilled us a couple of times earlier in the
Crissie Eckhoff. after she came away
The second half goal was accomyear, and we needed to be able to beat with a loose ball and drove it through.
them. The girls knew it, and they The final goal of the game, at the 73
plished when Quincy had knocked the
ball through their own goal with 77 minplayed hard, and they really beat
minute mark was scored by Heather
Morgan. in close, assisted by Johnson.
Staners included Lady Miners
Splaingard, Bowman, Rudy, Sanders,
Fischer. Thomas, Douglas, McMillan,
Meyers , S z krybalo, and Johnson.
Southwest Baptist staners vere composed of Jennifer Stamm, Heather
Aston, Trisha Perry, Danielle Smith,
Deana Knstoff, Tanya Gorman , Laura
Lady Miners
Franklin , Stephanie Schierholz, Becky
at Central Methodist
Lewis , Kilee Staples, and Catrina
Site: Fayette, Mo.
Livergood.
Salisbury acknowledged when
Date: Oct. 19, 1997
asked abo ut the nature of the game, that
Time: 4 p.m. COT
Southwest Baptist was not as strong as
Lady Miners
other tea ms that the Lady Mi ners have
at Southwest Missouri St.
faced.
Sunday, Oct. 12, saw yet another
Site: Springfield, Mo.
victory for the UMR team, though thi s
Date: Oct. 20, 1997
was a much more c losely contested de·
Time: "1 p.m. COT
cision than th e previous against Southwest Baptist. Under windy conditi ons
w ith occasional rain , the Lady Miners
confro nted Metropolitan State at noon.
Q
PlaY .e r s
W
h
The game went into overtime before
Miners: Natalie Sanders (16 goals, 6 assists), Lizz Szkrybalo
(5 goals, 2 assists) -.:'_2· ' -. 'J :' " ' " .' , .,
..
see Lady M1n.e'r!i-9t;J-pfI,ge:20
)
.............

by Todd Monroe

Staff Writer

utes past in the contest when a crossing
pass ricocheted off of a Quincy University player.
Yellow card s were issued to
UMR 's Sanders, and Quincy'S Nicole
Peterson nearing the 87 minute mark of
play.
Starters fo r the Lady Miner 's
were Jen Splaingard, Kim Hydeman,
Tanli Bowman, Sara Rud y, Sanders,
Fischer, Lori Dougla s, De ni se
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The grave loss of a great man
by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
For at least the past 10 years, Dean Smith has begun each autumn
by te lling Bill Gu thridge, his assistant of now 31 years, to get ready to
take over the No nh Carolina basketball program because it was time for
him to retire. And every yea r, Gu:hridge turned a deaf ear because he was
certa in Smith wo uld become re invigorated 1's October rolled around and a
new, promising season approached.
But not thi s time.
Dean Smith has retired. Apparently the final decision came when
he was watching one of hi s many pupils who is a head coach, Larry
Brown, run the Philadelphia 76ers' training camp just the other day and
knew that, at66, with all the demands that make coaching so stressful, he
couldn't summon the kind of energy that Brown was di splaying, the kind
of energy required to be a good coach.
"Larry Brown always fires me up," Smith said. "I was looking at
him (run) practice and [thought, ' [ used to be like that.' [f[ can't give this
team (North Carolina) that enthusiasm, I'd said I'd get out."
He told his staff, then his players VVednesday afternoon of his
decision, and on Thursday addressed not only a shocked university but a
shocked basketball community throughout the nation . Brown was with
him, as was good friend John Thompson of Georgetown. Even the President Clinton sent his regards.
.
.
Smith, who has been about the least introspective public sports
figure one can imagine, was unable to keep his emotions private at the
news conference. Looking around the packed room in the'basement of the
Dean E. Smith Center, he mentioned sev.eral people by name including
. Thompson, and said, "What loyalty I've had' . . . " before breaking down
and choking up. This display of emotion an~ sadness from their hero and
mentor sent most of the loyal crowd into tears. It was obvious that he had
touched many lives.
. Scott VVilliam"s, who played for the Chicago Bulls and now the
F Philadelphia 76ers said "['ve never made a major decision in my life without consulting with Coach Smith, and [ can promise you most other guys
(who have played for him) can say the same thing."
The news conference was not without its lighter side however. At
one point Smith, talking of why he wouldn't dare announce his retirement
no w but make it effective at the end of the season said with a smile "Can
yo u Imag in e now man y rOCKin g c halfs at dillerent pl aces ( wo uld g'et and
(people) acting like they li ke you?"
And symboli cally , there was Guthridge, who when asked abo ut
hi s first official duty as coach, literall y looked down the table at Smith and
asked , "Am I the head coach?" Smith nodded poli tely and Gut hridge
answered.
But despite the occas ionlj oke the somber mood in the room cou ld
not be ignored. It a lmost seemed as if we were attend ing a funeral. Sad ly,
in a way we were.Dean Sm ith, one of the greatest basketba ll coaches of a ll time was
in fact, a better man than he was a.coach. T hat is why th iS is such a 'grea;
loss to .the world of col lege basketball, not because a great coach has been
lost, but because a great man has been lost. Smith was the type of man
w ho year after year turned young, talented boys into prod uctive, loyal

men.

Examp les of Smith's contributio~s to North Caro lica, college basketball and indeed the country abound. Several yea rs ago, at a time when
he wasn't popular and hadn't established hi mself as a great coach, Sm ith
committed himself to the civil rights movement, both financ ially and
otherwise.
He did all of this In a segregationist state and put hiS future at great
risk. This isjust one of the many examples of things that don't show up
in those statistical boxes that tell you how many games he won. how
many Final FOllrs his teams reached, and bow many all-Americans he
produced.
VVe'll never know how important his influence was in chang ing
discriminatory laws and practices. He wou ld often, just by making a few
phone calls, get ajob for an A frican-Amer ican kid who had never dribb led
a basketball in hiS or her life. He was less concerned with the well -be ing
of his team than he was wit h the we ll-being of the university and he did a
wonderful j ob of improv ing both.
Great coac hes are wo nderful assets to society, particularl y one as
sport-obsessed as ours. But men o f depth , decency and influence such as
Dean Smith c.ome along rare ly. Even the simple transition of retirement
takes on a whole new meaning whe n a man of hi s stature and prominence
is forced to move on.
T he Un iversity of No rth Carolina basketball team is in the capable
hands of Bill Guthridge. Despite losing a great coach, they will no doubt
continue on in their w inn ing tradition without Smith . But the hole that
Smith has left hi s team , hi s university, and baske tba ll as a whole w ill not
be easil y filled .
, 'J' C , C~mme,n ts"Quest i ons. , [ deas~ Contact me at b ;j,n@umn"edu. " ....
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Staff Writer
The Un iversity of Missouri:olla Miners will face the Truman State
lniversity Bulldogs Saturday, Oct. 18
t Truman State at 2 p.m. The Miners
lill face the Bulldogs with a 1-5 record
fter coming off a 38-3 homecomin g loss
1st week to the Northwest Missouri
tate Bearcats.
Th e Min ers hav e an overa ll
:cord of40-22-4 against the Bulldogs.
heir last game against the Bulldogs reJ\ted in a 30-1 4 home loss for the
liners. Last week against the Bearcats
,e Miners faced an undaunting offense
ld unbreakable defense. The Miners
ould receive the opening "'ickoff. In
e fi rst drive of the game the Miners

.

ran fo ur quick plays for a total gain of
six yards and had to punt the ball away.
The Bearcats then answered on their
fi rst dri ve with a fi ve play, 69 yard dri ve
endi ng in a 42 yard touchdown pass
from Bearcat quarterbac k Chris Greisen
to receiver Will ie Cohen.
The Miners second dri ve would
once again be a short, four play possession, fo rcing them to once again punt
the ball to the Bearcats. That would
give the Bearcats the ball on the Miner
30 yard line.' Three sh.9rt plays later
- the Beljfcats would once again score on
a fou r yard run- by Bearcat runningback
Derek Lane. After the successful point
after attempt the score would stand at
14-0 in favor of the Bearcats. The remainder of the fi rst quarter would see
both the Miners and the Bearcats com-

see Footbal l on page 20

Miner Match-up

Ca ll
1-8 00 -87 8-3 87 2

UM RM ine rs
at
Tru man State
Site: Kirksville, Mo.
Date: Oct. 18, 1997
Time: 2:00 p.m. COT

UMR: 1-5
Truman State: ?-?

Last Match-up:
Truman State 30, UMR 14

P l a y e r s_

www . a t t. com/ co l lege/ np.h t m I

t 99ZRec.oId

T

_0

WCL_t _c...._h

UMR: Offense- Matt Br.ueck 'er (OB) ,-Elli0t Jaekson '(WR)', Jason
Wagone r (TB)
- . Defense - Brian Lewis (OL), Jeff Fulks (DB)
-,:

pleting two unsuccessfu l dri ves. At the
end of the quarter the Bearcats woul d
have the ball at second down and seven
to a fi rst down. on the Miners 25 yard
line.
The second quarter opened with
a seven play, 58 yard drive by the
Bearcats. It would be capped by a successfu l 27 yard fi eld goal by Bearcat
kicker Dave Purnell. Both teams would
then rUil two unsuccessful drives each
befo re the Miners first score 'wou ld
come.The scoring dri ve would begin
with 6:08 remaining in the first halfand
the Miners would have the ;'al l on their
own 38 yard line. They'would run 12
plays and drive the ball 42 yards in 4:54.
The scoring play. would start on the

-
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It ' s all within your reach .
© 1997 AT&T
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Miner Scores & Stats
.

·1

October 6-7

Crossroads of America Invitational
UMR - 15th /17

-North westMissouri
State .. '38

T44. Bob Naugle, 232; T63. Bill K uess, 239;
T74. Eric Fryatt, 245; T74. Andy Laegler,
245; 80. Zach Nixon, 250.

Men's Soccer
Tuesday, Oct. 7
Quincy 5, UMR 0

Friday, Oct. 10
UMR 6, Southwest
Baptist 0

UMR-3

I'

Women 's Soccer
Tuesday, Oct. 7
UMR 2, Quincy 0

Friday, Oct. 10
UMR 11, Southwest Baptist 0

Sunday, Oct. 12
UMR 2, Metropolitan State 1

Missouri/Borders ~tate Invitational
UMR ,.. lfn i 16
60. Ben Mulvaney, 27:'(f)4{; ]3.
, . 'Matt Hagen , 27:14; 83.
Kevin Johnson , 27:24; 85. Graig McCauley, 27:25;
102, Josh Sales, 27:34; 278. Jonn Sanders, 29:33;
284, Tim Albers, 29:45; 364. Dan Saylor, 31 :32.

~.

:

61 . Jennifer Frazer, 19:41 ; 82. Tracy Jones, 19:59;
102. Sheri Lentz, 20: 14; 150. $helyl Ziccardi, 20:.44;
305, Julia Kuseski, 22:37'; 337, Debbie Leonard,
23: 11; 338. Mindy Settles, 23: 14.

!,

I
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Life's easier with IO¢ a minute, AT&T Call Organizere and
Student Advantagee• It's all FREE just for being with AT&T.
• 10¢ A MINUTE-AT&T Simple Ratese-on long distance calls from home to a nywhere in the
U.S. from 7pm-7am weekdays and all weekend long; 25¢ a minute all othe r times .
• FREE AT&T CALL ORGANIZER: no more hassles-use your personalized code before you
dial , and we ' ll tally your phone bill by roommate (up to 12 people · per bill).
• FREE STUDENT ADVANTAGE: get special offers and up to 50% off every day at thousands
of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors-like Kinko's~ Tower Records·
and Amtrak~

nat
Live off campus? Get it all FREE with one easy call.

Call
59;

1-800-878-3872

or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

):44;

rd,

It's all wit hi n your reach.
ClI997 AT&T

....
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Once A

Compeseno successfully pins
wrestling Photo Wendy Hoffman

, 15, 1991
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Miosso u ri Min e r

Diversions
WORD SEARCH - AUTUMN. ..
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20 pounds of Coal are consumed
per person per day

UN-MIX AND MATCH
WORD WORKOUT
YOU ARE provIded wrth deflnl'
tions and anagrams below to fino
seven eight-letter words that fit ir

the framework of leners at left.
How long will it take you to fino
them?
Definitions:
Anagrams:
live + reel
". Bugle call
2. Wristband
care + beh
3. Game plan
stat + grey
4. Cut back
seed + care l
5. Plot plan
soar + nice
6. Short month ruby + fare
7. Up-down car real + vote

TRU,

-"
, ;..-;

(111\

~!

~

Letters of anagram words, of
course, require unscrambling to
form words tn question.
Time limit: 2 min. each.
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The Miner is charging a $0.25 fee for every
gossip submiss ion to
The Miner. There are
envelopes on The Miner
Submission Box outside
the office in 103A Norwood Hall.

bonf ires
chilly
cider
cornucopia
equinox

y
0
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N

--Campus
Gossip
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FACTOIl>S!
• Dueling is legal in Paraguay as long as both parties are registered
blood donors.
• The characters Bert and Ernie on Sesame Street were
named after Bert the cop and Ernie the tal'i.driver in Frank
Capra' s "Its A Wonderful Life."

• It was discovered on a space mission that a frog can
throw up. The frog throws up its stomach first, so the
stomach is dangling out of its mouth. Then the frog
uses its forearms to dig out all of the stomach's
contents and then swallows the stomach back down again.
• Annored knights raised their visors to identify themselves when they rode past
their king. This custom has become the modem military salute.
• White Out was invented by the mother ofMilce Nesmith (Formerly of the
Monkees)
• Sylvia Miles had the shortest perfonnance ever nominated for an Oscar with
"Midnight Cowboy." Her entire role lasted only six minutes.
• Charles Lindbergh took only four sandwiches with him on his famous transAtlantic flight.

'E~

"Do you really feel you're in
a position to write an advice
column?"

• Goethe couldn ' t stand the sound of barking dogs and could only write ifhe had an
apple rotting in the drawer of his desk .
• If a statue in the p~ rk of a person on a horse has both front legs in the air, the
person died in battle; if the horse has one front leg in the air, the person died as a
result of wounds recei~ed in battle; if the horse has all four legs on the ground, the
person died of natural causes.
• Gilligan of Gilligan ' s Island had a first name that was only used once, on the neveraired pilot show . His first name was Willy. The skipper's real name on Gilligan's
Island is Jonas Grumby. It was mentioned once in the flfSt episode on their radio's
newscast about the wreck.
• In England, the Speaker of the House is not allowed to speak.
• Playing cards were issued to British pilots in WWII. If
captured, they could be soaked in water and unfolded to reveal
a map for escap&.
• The "L.L." in L.L. Bean stands for Leon Leonwood.
• Ivory bar soap floating was a mistake. They had been
ovennixing the soap fonnula causing excess air bubbles that made
it float. Customers wrote and told how much they loved that it floated,
and it has floated ever since.

MI
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Comics
DAVE
by Daryl Cagle .

TRUE!

by David Miller

log on. Y. to enter
a computer

<;y~te/n

log head: n. see

log oH Y. to exit
a computer

<;y~te/n

figure three.
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5% of us think the afterlife w ill be boring.

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL

an

"You 're famous , Artie! Look!
You made the front page!"

MINER ADJUSTMENTS
AD/(! /

ro/?c

/J?y C()/v'TACT/

O./Elf C CIIE4? #}/9 JOA'.5" .
WHY /lA'E YOU //l~ lAic
FRcSfh11AN E:NGINccA'IN6?

:r·

ByC.Jantes
/l;1/.D 1m I/O/J/N6
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He F16UA'e5 I TaUT, ..
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Full Circle
continued from page1
and staft.
The campaign is being co-chaired
by Fred and June Ku mmerofSt. Lo ui s.
Fred Kummer, a 1955 civil engineering
graduateofU MR, iv>residentand chief
executive officer ofHBE corp., an international design and construction firm
based in St. Louis.
" It 's up to us as alumni to make
UMR the best institution it can possible
be, and to keep it focused on its mission
of educating leaders as we enterthe new
millenium," stated Fred Kummer.

Ecology

UMR ' s campaign theme focu ses count~' ,... pllt the Full Ci rcle Campaign
on "coming full ci rcle". Today' s dointo place. Already $25.6 million of the
nors. the students of the past, help $60 million campaign goal has been realsupport today 's students. After today's ized.
students graduate, they will become
A campaign leadership team conalumni that support the university sisting of five alumni has also been
through their gifts of time 3\1d money.
created to help the campus focus on a
Park explained, " In this way, they enplan of action to keep UMR at the
sure that the fu ll ci rcle of partnership fo refront of educational excellence
between current students and former through this campaign. The alumni are:
students cont inues."
Ke ith Bai ley, president and CEO orfh e
The Full Circle Campaign hasactu- , Williams Companies Inc. oITulsa, Okl ..
ally been in the works for three years. and a 1964 mechanical engineeringgraduPark and other members of UMR's ate; Tom Holmes, retired chairman of
faculty and ad ministration have been
W.R. Grace and Co. , retired chairman,
worki ng with alumni from around the president, and CEO of Ingersoll Rand

FTX

continued from page 1
developmentarmofLucent Tecnologies,
said .
"However," Laudise continues,

"we need more basic rese.arch in many
areas: to develop env ironmentally benign processes and products, assess life
cycles, develop design too ls, model environmental impact priorities, design
fo r material and energy minimization,
understand interactions between product use and the environment, design for
d isassembly or recycling, assess environmental risks, and find ways to encourage pollution prevention through
legal, regulatory, economic and management processes."
A to tal.of$1. 2 million in industial
ecology awards were received by 13
ne w researchers and fi ve researchers
renewing thei r fellowships

Correction
On page I of the October 8 issue of the
Missouri Miner, a degree in ph ilosophy should have been added to the list
of other liberal arts degrees.

continued from page 1
to varsity sports, even had an opportunity to take a 10K road march that
night.
Saturday was filled with more
excellent training. The cadets zeroed
their M-1 6's and then tackled both a
day and night land navigation course.
Thecourses are the same rigorous land
navigation courses that the engineeringschools ~o rt Leonard Wood use.
All the cadets were given a map,
a compass, and three points to plot.
During both the day and night land
navigation courses the cadets must
find three points in two and a half
hou rs. Though the courses were very
tough, the UMR cadets did well.
On Sunday, the MS 20 class,
consisting of UMR students, joined
the cadets at the qualification range.
The qualification range constis of 40
pop up targets that range form 50
meters to 300 meters. Both '(he students and cadets were given 40 rounds
ofammuni:ion to hit as many targets

as possible.
To qual ify, a person must hit at
least 23 out of 40 targets. For most of
the students it was the first time they
had fired an M- 16rifle. In total, 160ut
of the 23 who fi red qualified.
There are three d ifferent div isions of qualifications wh ich include:
Marksman (23 -29 hits), Sharpshooter
(30-35), and Expert (36-39). The
fo llowing cadets and students qualified as Marksman: Devi llez (27).
Swi ngle (29), Monero (23), Kamman
(23), and Pratter (26). Those who
qualified Sharpshooter are as fo llows:
Bartels (33), Henry (33), Miller (30),
Hub ler (35), Latham (30), Bal lard
(3 5), Cu llen(30), Young(35), Overboe
(3 1), Mikrut (35), and Humble (30).
Congratulations to all the students
and cadets.
The Weapons FTX is an essential part of the Army ROTC program.
It g ives cadets a chance to prepare for
Advanced Camp. The cadets at UMR
tend to do well at Advanced Camp
because of the qual ity of training they
receiveat the winter and spring FTX's.

Co. and a 1950 miningengineeringgraduate; Zeb Nash. managel ofmanufacturing for basic chemicals for Exxon Chemical Co. and a 1972 chemical engineerin g
graduate; Cindy Tang, founder and CEO
of Insight Industries Inc. and a 1985
economics graduate: and Robert Garvey,
chairman and CEO ofBirmingham Steel
and a 1961 m~ta llurgic a l engineering
graduate.
Campaign leaders hope UMR's
Full Circle campaign inspires alumni to
new levels of giving.
"We have tremendously successful alumni, from entrepreneurs to corporate leaders to scienti st and inve n-

tors:' said Bailey. "Wecan demonstrate
pari ty wit h other nationally ranked
institutions, but as alumni we haven' t
been giving back to UMR in proportion
to what we have been able to accomplish. There have been exceptions, but
we wo uld like to see gifts of $ 10,000.
$ 100,000 and $ I million occur more
frequently. "

KUMR
continued from page 1

of KUMR's 25th annive rsary celebration. New memberships totalled 91. and
pledge amounts ranged from $20 to
$1000, not to mention the challange
grants.
Mine
The newest show in their programcontinued from page 1
ming "A Prairie Home Companion,"
simulated mine disaster situation.
helped attract new members to the staScoring was based on how well
tion, and as a plus the listeners could
they fo llow the basic rules and regularegister for a drawing to atte nd a live
tions in carrying out a rescue. The . performance of the show held in Mincontest was held underground in an
nesota.
a:tual mine environment. In the beginThe largest numberofpledges came
ning of the contest a designated contest· in du ring National Public Radio's (NPR)
official, acting as the mine manager,
Morning Edition. "If the success of our
described the simulated disaster in de- dr ive can be considered an economic
tail, including what had happened and
indicator, then our economy must be
how many injured people in the mine
booming here in South Central Misneeded to be rescued.
souri," said Janet Turkovic, KUMR's
The Mine Safety and Health Ad- general manager.
ministration (MSHA), the federal regu"The generosi ty of our public
latory age ncy for the mining industry, throughout this region shows how much
set up the disaster sc~nario and judged
peop le va lue the variety and diversity of
the competition.
out programming here at the station.
"It also shows how Missourians
dedicate themselves to the things that
they love. We only had to ask, and the
dollars just flowed into the station."
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Shots will also
be available at
dinner on Oct. 15
at T J, on Oct. 16
at"Rayle and on Oct. 21at UCE at lunch

CALL FOR DELIVERY
OR TAKE OUT
LARGE DINING ROOM

364-2669
• SALADS. SANDWICHES. PASTA

5% BEER ON SUNDAY
,---_ _ _ SPECIAUTIES _ _ _ _---.

FLU Shots Available
at Student Health
for $5 while
Supplies Last

• GYROS. SOUVLAKI • HOMEMADE LASAGNA •
• GREEK SALAD. SPINACH PIE ... BAKLAVA
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The first major trips we re to Colorado,
Florida, W isconsin , New York an d
Canada. These tri ps were very fun for
Nick, and are remembered as somc ofthe
best times with hi s dad. Once again, th e
van was a place to bond wit h his fat her.
Later, when N ick was 13, the van
blew an engine, and it sat for three
months aS once again, its fate was
debatcd. The deci sion was made to
replace it, and a new engine was installed.
For the next four years, it became an
annual ritual for him and hi s father to
drive the van to an airshow in Wisconsin .
H is father and he wou ld camp overnight
and after the airshow they wo ul d find
some other place in the country he
wanted to dri ve to and go there. These
trips were as close as Nick had come in
his li fe to adventure.
As melodramatic as it sounds,
one day, the van died. The choke on the
carburetor stuck, and, hS his dad left to
go into a store, gas was spuning onto the

gang violence and helping to destroy inner cities, when it hardl y costs our
governmcnt anything to just let it be don e freely. \.-ega li ze it? So unds crazy,
but I don ' tthink too many people are goi ng to j ump all over the chance to
try crack. Ban commerc ial prodll .:tio n and adven ising and we might be all
right.
Ban alcohol? We already tried once before and leaflled big time that
it didn't work. Banning commercia l production and or (atlcast) advcnising
of it, might not be too shabby of an' idea. As bad as beer tas tes, there is no
way that adv~nising and the media didn ' t mold people into seeing it as coo l
to drink in the first p lace. It psychologically biases them lowards bc lieving
it tasted good, though. There are so man y better tasting alcoholic and nonalcoholic drinks th an beer.
Have I conviii'ced you now? I doubt it. Otherwise, yo u make decisions
very quickly. I hope you found humor in my argument along with some
serious and thought provoking ideas. The humor should be found in the way
it was written. The ideas ~ hould be found in what was written.
Sources of my stati ~tics for the doubtful or curious:

Okra

Flower

Technology

from page 7

from page 5
yucky day.
Everyone needs to fed
loved. There are so many reasons
to need lo ve and suppon, but
there are more ways to show
someone you care. Being nice is
easierthan being mean. Ifyou see
someone that looks down, take
the time to say hello. Let them
know you care. Man y times it's
just one of those days, but you
canmakeitabetterdaybysmiling.
I know that just a hug or a smile
from any of my friends or sisters
makes me feel better. We are
suffering from the same thing so
we might as well s uppon each
other. I hopeeveryonehasagreat
day ! Remember that you are all
very wonderful people!

from his pi stol pods previously housed
at his side in two knobby green holsters.
A big green pieslabofseedyslime landed
smack in the pasty girl's face . And in its '
placea beautiful seed covered facial peel
folded back her pasty makeup to reveal
abright, happy, helpful young girl (ki nda
like the effect that my gi rlfriend achieves
from that mud that she sOl:netimes dons).
After a good talking too, the
former dark girl gave back all the lunch
boxes, and every ch ild got to play on the
play ground equi pment, which was by
the way real stuff, like slides, and swings,
and merry-go-rounds, and not the so
call ed safe play util ities available on our
most advanced playgro unds. And that
ni ght, all the fi shes and a ll the clams, and
all the littl e kids In Bag Valley Land sang
a song oftha~k s to Okraaaaa Maaaaan!

from page 8
The fo ur-person crew will spend more
than 90 days investigating the use of
biological, mechanical and chemical
means to recyc le all their air and water
and provide some of their food.
Regenerative life sllppon is a critical
enabling technology for future human
deep-space miss ions, since astronauts
cannot carry the supplies necessary to
suppon a trip to Mars or a base on the
Moon .
The team plans to remain in the
chamber until late Decemberto evaluate
the effe ct ive ness of a d va n ced
rege nerati vc life suppon systems.
Watch ads for money

cnginc. The hot cnginc block ignited Ihe
fumes, stanin g a fire that ri pped through
the engine compartment. Wires and
hoses first melted and then the dashboard
stan ed to di sintegrate.
At thi s point Nick's father walked
out and saw people looking atthesource
of the bi ll owing s mo ke. He soon
discovered that the van was burning, and
the fire fighters were on their way. The
truck pulled up and they started spraying
intG the grill. T he fire wou ld not be
extinguished. Hi s father sti ll held the
hope that hecould fi x it. As thefirefighters
tried to break in the side wi ndow, his dad
thought, " I can fi x that. " When they
could not get through the side w ind.ow
thc firefi ghters shattered the windshield,
and his dad thou ght, " I can fi x that." As
the fire fi ghters took a crowbar and bent
the front frame out so they could get to
the fire, his dad finall y thought, " I can't
fix that. " They eventually extinguished
the fire.
Nick and his father ' solemnly
gutted parts from the soot covered
interior, and sold the remaining hulk for
scrap. It amazed Nick how sad h e was

abo ut a vehicle, but what amazed him
more was how deepl y it sadd ened his
dad . This death affected him mo re
deep ly th an any othertragedy in Nick 's
life. T he van was li kea best friend of the
fami ly, a best friend whom they now had
lost. Strangel y, it was one orthe more
important things in Nick's life.
Life and more imponant ly death
cometousall. Sometimeswecan ignore
it, and sometimes we can di smiss it, but
who arc we kidd ing? Everyone knows
that when death strikes, we feel the blow
cut more deeply every time. When it 's
a famil y member, it huns. When it's a
friend , it huns. When it's someone we
admire, ithuns. When it'sa van that has
become as much a pan of your li fe as
anything can be, it huns-badly. With the
death of the Sturm-mobile, there was
nothi ng Nick could do except choke up
a few tears, take a deep breath, suck ilin,
go on with his life and mourn the death
ofa pan of him self when he could. But
life beckoned, and Nick answered her
call with pride, digni~ and grace. He
wo uld go on witl) life, and live it tv its
fullest.

Cybergo ld will an noun ce
Monday that it wi ll begin crediting
consumers ' Visa bills when they view
adven isements on the company's Web
site or on sites that carry a CyberGold
logo. Consumers will be paid 50 cents to
$5 for each ad they view to a spendin g
limit of $1 00 per month, accordin g to
CyberGold chief e xecu ti ve Na t
Goldhaber. The deal is the newest
example of interactive Netelements used
to create new models for marketing.
New copyright bill introduced
to congress
The fierce d ebate over the
copyrighting of databases may have
ta ken a s ignifica n t ste p to ward
compromise with a littlc-known bill just
introduced in congress. TheCo llections
of Information Antipiracy Act wo ul d

outlaw the mi sapprop riation of
information in databases. Academics,
librarians and consumer advocates
warned that the previous legislation
wo uld erode individuals ' rights to use
information such as government data
and small portions of published articles.
Unlike its predecessor, however, Coble's
bill permits nonprofit educational ,
scientific and research uses of databases
w ithout the owners' consent. It also
permits the use of information forne wsgat herin g purpos es a nd a llo ws
commercial competitors to' use "an
indiv idual itemofinforrnationoranother
insubstantial pan of a coll ection of

information."
This informatio n obta;ned from
http://www . science
daily . com.
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Association",V'
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We built the products that enable airplanes to fly and factories to operate.
And we've been successful. Today, we're a fortune 1,000 company that has
achieved dominant market positions, maintained technological leadership,
built close ties to our customers, and sustained superior operating profits.

Fighting Hearl Disease
and Stroke

Our future depends on continued innovations in manufacturing technologies.
These innovations will come from th~ engineers who progress through our
Manufacturing Leadership Program. If you enter this program, you will join
other recent engineering graduatesJn a~1 Intense two-year training orientation
that will proVide you with management skills and other tools thaI will help you
have a successful career. In addition, you quickly will be placed in a vital position that will give you the opportunity to make an immediate impact.

AMERlCAN HEART
ASSOCIATION
MEMORIALS & TRlBUTES

~

1-800-AHA-USAI

EARN
S750-S1500lWEEK

Raise all the money your group
needs by sponscring a VISA
Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation, so
Nhy not call for'infonnarion today.

ENGINEER

We will be on campus October 16,1997
If you are interested in joining a leader In manufacturing engineering, please contact your school of engineering for the time and place of our presentation.

---------------------------------------Coltec offers compelftlVe salaries and a comprehensive benefits package. If you are

YOUR
SUCCESS

unable to attend. please send inquiries to: Human Resources. Coltec Industries Inc,
3 Col/seum Centre, 2550 West Tyvola Road, Charlotte, NC 28277. Coltec /s an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

Call 1-800-323-8454 x 95.
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Miners
from page 9
and 3 of which ended as goals for the
opposition ..
Starting the game for the Miners
were John Almeida, Brian Koscielski,
Kiefer. Ashley Dupree, Scott Vogelsang.
Alan McMahon, B.J. Stuhlsatz, Chris
Leonard, Gevan McCoy, Matt Long,
and Hougland. Starters for Quincy included Chris Atkinson, Jonathan Douglas, Woodworth, Scott Roglas, Wilson,
Doug Newsom. Doug Hilbert, Travis
Dinkhell er, Sean Collins, and Jason
O'Donnell.
Sali sbury said, " Our guys team
is still young. If you believe that the
other team is better than you before the
game starts, they will be better than
you, that is just what happens. I think
we had a little of that in our head. This
program has not been one of the best
programs on the men 's side, it hasn ' t
been in the region for some time. You
get that character that you think you
are not as good, and some times you
are. It is going to take us some time to
build that back up. Quincy used to be
really good. In the 70 's they were awesome, they were a Division I team until
a few years ago, but they are an average
team now. UMSL and them are even."
Friday night, Oct. 10, the mery
again hosted a team, this time Southwest Baptist, under clear skies. The
results y..'ere different in this game, as

Football
from page 11
Bearcat 20 yiu-d line and would end in a
successful 37 yard field goal for Miner
kicker Brandon Risner. Those three
points would bring the score to 17-3 in
favor of the Bearcats.
On their next drive the Bearcats
would answer with a score of their own.
After a touchback would begin their
drive on their own 20 yard line the
Bearcats would run five plays in 1:07.
The drive was capped by a 3 yard pass
over the middle to Bearcat receiver Matt
Becker. After the successful extra point
kick the score would be 24-7 in favor of
the Bearcats going into the second
half.The Bearcats received the kickoff
after halftime. The Bearcats first drive
o(the half would be an eight play, 92
yard drive. It exhausted 3 :38 of the
second half and would bring the score
to 31-3 in favor of the Bearcats. The
next six drives would be short, four play
drives for each team, resulting in no first
downs and experience for both teams
punters. The final three drives of the
third quarter would be unsuccessful for
both teams and the score would be 3 13 entering the final quarter. The fourth
quarter wou ld open with the ball on the

UMR held the opposition scoreless.
Stuhlsatz began the scori ng for
UMR ~ ith a goal. off of a pass from
center, assisted by Chris Leonard, 28
minutes into the contest. The next and
last goal of the first period was contribu~ed by Greg Naslund, unassisted, off
ofa rebound.
McCoy scored first in the second half with a head ball from cross,
assisted by Kiefer. Stuhlsatz scored
agai n fou r minutes later, with assists
from Kiefer and McCoy, with another
head ball. Nathan Wojtiekwicz then got
into the act, assisted by Jon Kwantes
with a shot from 15 yards out. Conor
Magee assisted Naslund for the tinal
goal of the game, with a feed into the
box for Naslund 's shot at the 87 minute
mark.
Start ing for the Miners were
Almeida,' Koscielski, Kiefer, Dupree,
Voge lsang, McMahon , St uhl satz,
Leonard, McCoy, Long, and Levy.
Starters for Southwest Baptist included
Brad Brotherton, Mark Papp, Jeran
Avery, Jon Ford, Matt Wallace, Paul
Hawkins, Zack Waters, Shane Dublin,
Jay Kendall , Aa ron 'Cline, and Jeff
Joh nson.
Sali sbury was encouraged with
the win and said, " We got a big boost
wi th our win over Southwest Baptist.
We needed that for our confidence
among other things and just to get back
to .500."

Bearcat 34 yard line and the Bearcats in
control. Nine plays and 69 yards later
the Bearcats would send runningback
Derek Lane around the right side for a
15 yard touchdown . That would bring
the sco re to 38-3 in (avor of the
Bearcats.
The final ten minutes would see
the Miners attempt two ' more drives.
Both drives ended just over the fifty
yard line. The Bearcats saw the ball
one more time and would be only three
yards from another touchdown when
an incomplete pass on fourth down
would end their final drive. The final
score of the game was 38-3 in favor of
the Bearcats.As in most of the games
so far this season the statistics show
the Miner's loss. The Miners passes
for only 106 yards while the Bearcats
netted 219 yards in the air. On the
ground the Miners only netted 57 yards
while the Bearcats ran for 268 yards.
These numbers gav.e the Miners an average gain per play of only 2.2 yards.
The Bearcats average gain per play was
6.8 yards. The Miners only converted
17 percent of their third downs. The
Miners did not enter Bearcat territory
until late in the first halfand would only
see itagai n two more times in the game.

Lady Miners
from page 12
UMR emerged victorious with a 2-1
win.
UMR opened the scoring with a
goal ,by Splaingard, unassisted from
about 25 yards out, with just over three
minutes elapsed in the game.
T hree minutes later, Metro State
countered with another unassisted go'al,
th is one com ing from Katie Pierce as
the ba ll took a Metro State hop past
the UMR goalie.
These earl y goals wou ld' iast
throughout regulation time, and after two
periods of play, both teams remained
deadlocked at one goal apiece.
UMR triumphed as Sanders was
able to score a goal in the sudden death
overti me period. She was assisted by
Fischer, the goal coming via a cross and
breakaway.
The UMR coach was issued a
yellow card at the 42 minute mark.
UMR's Bowman suffered a colli sion with a Metro State player and
had to leave the game.'
Starters consisted ofSplaingard,
Bowman, Rudy, Sanders, Szkrybalo,
Fischer, Thomas, Douglas, McMillan,
.Meyers, and Johnson .' Metro State
started players Jenelle Andrews, Dawn
Mi tchel, Tarena O 'Neill, Kari Pierce,
Julie Ray, AJ issaAllen, Kelly McDougal,
Marisa Burks, Pierce, Vicki Chong, and
Jennifer Pierce.
Salisbury discussed the game and
the condition of injuries.
"This was a huge game for us,
we needed to win this one badly. We
needed to get past Metro State, they
are a good team, and they had beaten
one of the teams in our region just on
. Friday, so that was a big win. They are
a real good team, they have been in and
out ofthe top 25 all year. It was a huge
win, and our girls knew it.' The wind
made it really ugly and tough to get in a
rhythm, but we fought through it, and
were able to pull it off. It is hard sometime to playa good team,. then a bad
team, and then a really good team. It is
fun for homecoming, nice to win your
homecoming game, which both teams
did. It was a lot of fun , it's fun to work
with a team that has that kind of heart
and character, that is for sure. Tami
Bowman, one of our captains, suffered
a slight concussion, and I think she' ll be
fine for next weel<. I think we will just
play it by ear, and ifshe needs to sit out
an extra week, it is not going to hurt us,
because we have got other players that ·
can step in and play. So we are okay,"
Sali sbury said.

Golf Match-up
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Date: Oct. 20-21, 1997
Location: Springfield, Mo.
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""e 've ga l a place for YOll to lise the m-=Littelfuse!!! Sure , ollr produ cts are a
little o n th e small sid e. On e of th e flls es
we ma ke is as tin y as a grain of pe ppe r. "
ButJ or tech ni cal challenges, Linelfuse
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Employment
Co -Op
Compa ny: AK Steel

Sign· up Method' PRS·OPE .

Date of Interview: 10/27

Majors:

ELEC

MET

Minimum CPA: 2.450 Must be Juniol' Senior Sophomore standing.

Slgn·up released 9/23/97 DEADLINE 1011 3197 8AM
WORK LO CATION: MIDDLETOWN. OHIO
START 1ST CO·O P WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Baxter Healthcare
Sign-up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of lnterview: 10/13
Majors: CRE ELEC EMAN MECH CHEM

Company: Dow Corning Co rporation
Date of Interview: 10/17

Sign· up Method: PRS·FCFS

Majors: ELEC
USlPer m
Min imum CPA" 2. 750 Must be Sophom ore Jun.ior standing.

Sign. up released 9/26/97 DEADLI NE 10/8197
WORK LOCATION: WDLA!®. MICHI GAN
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company: Dynalogic Enginee ring
Date of Interview: LOIl 7

Sign-,up Method: PHS ·CLOSED

START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION J ANUARY 1998
BAXTER IS REQUIRING EACH STUDENT TO PIC K UP A BROCHURE AND READ IT
BEFORE INTERVlEW AND LOOK AT ANNUAL REPORT.

Majors: CH E ELEC EMAN MECH PHYS CMPS
Minimum CrA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
S ign.up released 9/8/97 DEADLINE 9/ 15/97 8AM
WORK LO CATIO N: ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·O? WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 ANDIOR MA Y/JUNE 1998
INTE RVl EW DATE HAS BEEN CHANGED TO OCT 17

Company: BliP Minerals
Date of Interview: 10/28

Company: Eastman Chemical Company
Date of Inte rvi ew: 10-' 13

Minim um GPA: 2.450 Must be S op homore Junior standing.
DEADLINE 9129/97 8AM
Work Location. Mountain Home , Arkansa s

Sign·up released .9/Z2/97

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Sign ·up Method: PRS -FCFS

Majors: MET CHE

Majors: MECH ELE C CHE

Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing .

Minimum GPA: 2_950 Must be Sop homore Se nior Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/22/97 Deadl ine 9/29/97 8:00am
Work Location: Batesvi lle, Arkansas
Great benefits_ Hous ing available . small ci ty but total popul ation
in the county is 35,000 ·3 work terms and keep a min 3 .25. you will get
a schol arship of S150a
sta rt 1s t co-op work session Ja nuary 1998

Sign·up released 9/23/97 DNADLINE 10/14/978AM
WORKWCATION: RENO. NEVADA
START ISTCO·OP WORK S ESSIONJAN'UARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING ON OCTOBER 27· D.ETAlLS ANNOUNCED LATER
Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Company: Ca rgilllncorporated
Date of Interview: 10/ 16

Majors: CHE MECH
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior standing.
Slgn·Up released 9/24197 DEADLINE 10/2/97 8AM
Work location- Midwest

INFORMATION MEETING SCREDUbED FOR OCTOBER 13. 1997 7·8PM
MARK TWAIN ROOM, UCE
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 199~
NOT A SUMMER J OB . CO·OP POSITIONS
Company: Cate rpillar
Date of interview: 10/30

S lgn.u p Method' Open

Majors: MECH ELEC CHE MET CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Jtimor Semor Grad Stu_ st:mding
Sign·up released 10-'9/97 DEADLIN E 10116/97

WORK LOCATION: PEORIA. ILLINOIS
I HOUR [l'TER\'IEIVS
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
1998 SESSIO 1 DATES: J ANUARY"ZO·MAY 8
AUGUST24DECEMBERII
Informati on meetl1lg 10/29/97 MC~ru'IT HALL 216 6- i pm-PIZZA SEHVED

Compa ny: EDS Umg :aphics
Date of Interview: 10/29
~Iajors:

US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing

Slgn.up released 9/23/97 DEADLINE 10/15/97
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS. ~IISSOUR I (MARYL.,\ND HEIGHTS. MO)
START 1ST CO·OP WORI{ SESSION JAL,\'URY 1998
Company Edward D Jones & Co
Date of [merview 10/2..J

Majors: MECH ELE C "'lET EMAl'
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be JUnior

sta ndlllg

Sign·up released 1017197 DEADLINE 10/15/97 8A.\ 1
Work Location: Midlothian, Texas

START IST CO·OP WORK SESSIONJAl
Company: City Utilities
Date of-Interview: 10117

ARY 1998
S ign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior ~ta ndin g .
Sign-up relea sed 9/29/97 Deadline 10/9/97
Work Location: Springfield. MO
Co-op Work Session - Jan-Aug 1998 or May-Dec 1998

Company: Dana Spicer Axle
Sign.up Method : PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 11/05. 11/06
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be
standing.
Sign.up released 1017197 Deadiine 10/22/97 8am
WORKWCATION: COLUMBIA. MIS~OURI
Company: Detroit Tool
Date of Interview: 10/30

Sign-up Method: Open

Majors: MECH EMAN
USlPerm

Minimum GPA:' 2 .450 M~st be Sophomore J unior Senior stand ing.
Sign.up released 10113/97 DEADLINE 10/24/97 8AM
Work Location: Lebanon. Missouri

METAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
start 1st co-op work session January 1998

Company: Dow Chemical Company

Sign·up Method' PRS·CLOSED

Date of Interview: 10/1 4

Majors: CHE ELEC
USlPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.800 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9/23/97 Deadline 9/30/97 8:00am
Work l...oqition: Freeport, TX. Midland, Michigan
START IST CO·OPWORKSESSIONJANUARY 1998 ANDIOR MAY/JUNE 1998 THRO UG H

AUGUST 1998 PICK UP NATIONAL STUDENT PROGRAM BROCHURE.
PI CK UP DOW APPLICATION AND DEGREE PLAN. 303D NORWOOD HALL, MUST BE
COMPLETED AT TIME OF 1l\'!I'ERVlEW

SigH-Up Method. PRS-OPEN

y!aJors DIPS ~!GTS
US Only
J\linilllurn CPA: 2.950 Mu:;t be -Junior Sentor standIng
Sign-up released -!),~-t 97 Deadhne 1O/lD/978A..V1
Work Location. St. Louis. :".fissouri
start 1st co-op work session JA:\l.-ARY 1998 AND OR ,fl]NE 1998
Company. Emerson Electnc
Date of Tnternew: 10/29

Majors: ",IECH
S ign -u p ~t e t hod: PRS-OPE?'

Company' Chaparral Steel
Date of InterView: 10/27

Sign-up Method: PRS -OPEN

AMTH CMPS

Sign-up ?o.lethori

PRS-OPEX

.

~lll1lmum GPA 2 ·150 ylust be -Junior Semor Grad Stu. standmg.
Sign-up reJeased 9/23/97 Deadline 10/15/97 8AM
Work location: Paragould. Arkansas, Office & Manufacturlllg
EnVIronment - work III final assembly area

Company. General Electnc Date of Interview; 10 128

ign-!JP Method: PRS -OPEN

Majors: MECH ELEC
Minim um GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing
1017197 DEADLINE 101l7/978AM
Work Location: Jonesboro, Arkansas

Sign· up released

START IST CO·OP CO·OPWORKSESSIONJAL'lUARY 1998
NEED TO HAVE STRONG COMPUTER INTEREST. MID WOULD LIKE STUDENTS TO HAVE
HANDS ON WORl< J>XPERIENCE BACKGROUND
Company: General Electric Company
Date of Interview: 10/21

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Majors: MECH ELEC EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 9/ 18197 Deadline 9/25/97 8A.!\1

Work Location: FT. WAYNE. INDIANA VARI()US PLANT LOCATIO NS
GE MOTORS & INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS· 45 MINUTE INTERVl EWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO·OP ASSIGNMENTS WORK IN THE AREAS OF DESIGN.
ANALYSIS, MANUFACTURING,AND SOURCING OF ELECTRIC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS
Company: Georgetow n Steel
Date of Interview: 10/21

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Majors: ELE C MECH MET
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Freshman Sophomore standing.

Sign.up released 9/30/97 DEADLINE 1017197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 98 AND ORMA Y /JUNE 1998
Company: GM Small Car Group
Date of Interview: 10/2 1

Sign-up Method: PRS -OPEN

Majors: MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.9~0 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign· up released 9/29187 DEADLI NE 10/10/97
WORK LOCATION: WARREN. MICHIGAN
Company : Harmon Industries
Date of Interview: 10/31

Sign ·up Method: PRS- CLOSED

M. 'ors: ELEC
Mi nimu m GPA: 2.950 Mu st be S ophomore Jun ior standing.
Sign-up re lea sed 9/24 /97 Deadline 10/1197 8am
Work location Gra m Valley, MO (KC metro a rea) or RiverS ide, Calif
1st co -op work sesSIO n Ja nuary 1998 or May/Ju ne 1998

CHA\lGED INTE RV1EW DATE TO OCTOBER 31
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Com pany: Heckethorne

Manufacturin~

Sign-up Me thod: PRS·OPEN

Date of Interview: 11103
Majors: EMAN MECH MET
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu . Sophomore standing.
Si gn-up released 1017/97 Dead line 1017/97
Work Loca tion: Dyersburg. Tennessee

~am

Co mpany: Pepsi·Co la Com pany
Date of Interview ; 10/2 4

,~e;d'Y'

(Xto ber

Sign-up Met hod: PRS-OPEN

Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10110197 8AM
WORK LO CATION: ST. LOUIS, MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY ,1998
Company: Hussmann Corporation
Date of Interview:_ 10/2 0

Sitn-up Method: PRS· CLOSED
_
'

Majors: MECH ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 1016197i 8AM
Work Location: BRIDGETON, MO (ST, LOUIS AREA)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: Sporl an Valve
Date of Interview: 10/21
Majors: MECH ELEC

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Minimum GPA: 2. 750 Must be Junior Senior standing .
Sign·up re leased 9/23/97 Deadline 1018197 8am
Work Locatio n: Washington, Missou ri - Headquarters
Start 1st co·op work session Janua,ry 1998 finish August 1998
Company: Sundstrand Corporation
Date of Interview: 10/20

Sign·up Method: PRS·CLOSED

Company: IL. Dept. of Transportation
Sig?up Method: FRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/2 8
Majors: CIVL
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Mus t be Junior Senior standing.

Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be S ophomore Junior standing .

Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10114197 ;'8AM
WORKWCATION: 15 COUNTY AREAAROUNqSPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND OR MAYlJUNE 1998

Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 1016197
WORK LOCATION: ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998

Company: ISP Chemicals

Company: Sunnen Products
Date of Interview:

,

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Date of Interview: 10/20
Majors: CHE
"
Minimum GPA: 2 .950 Must be Sophomore Juni6r standing.

Sign-up released 9126197 DEADLINE 1013197 ~AM
WORKWCATlON: CALVERTCITY,KENfUCKY(BYPADUCAH-WESTERNKY)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY i'998
Company: Jefferson Smurfit

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Majors: MECH ELEC AERO
USlPerm

Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN

Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH
USIPerm
Minimum OPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore,Junior standing.

Sign-up released 9130197 Deadline 101241978AM (extended)
Work Location: St. Louis, Missouri
start 1st co-op work session January 1998 ANDIOR MAY/JUNE 1998

DEPENDING ON !NTEREST - MAY INTERVIEW ON-CAMPUS

Date of Interview:

Majors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
1011197 DEADLINE 10124/97 8AM
Work Location: Alton, Illinois
start 1st co-op work session JANUARY 1998
must be able to work at least 2 work sessions

Sign-up released

NOT INTERVIEWING HERE ON CAMPUS - WILL SELECT FROM PRESCREEN AND
CONTACT STUDENTS DIRECTLY,
Company: KASCO Corperation
Date ofIntervie.. 10120
Majors: MECH MET EMAN
Minimum GPA

2.6~0

Must be Junior Senior sta"nding.

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN CIVL
USIPenn
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.

Sign- up released 913197 DEADLINE: 9110197 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST, LOUIS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORKSESSIONJANUARY'I998
Company: Mark Andy Inc,

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Date of Interview: 10115

Majors: MECH
USIPerm
Minimum OPA: 2. 950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up released 9124197 llEADLINE 1011197 ,
WORK WCATION: OHESTERFIELD AND EARTH CITY, MISSOURI (ST, LOUIS AREA)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
Company. Olin C<trporation
Date of Interview: 10/2 9

Sign.up Method: PRS-OPEN

Majors: MECH CHE MET CMPS ELEC CER EMAN MGTS
USIPenn
Minimum GPA.: 2.650 Must be Sophomore

standing.

Sign-up released 9123197 Deadline 10115197 8am
Work LocatlOn

E Alton, Ilhnols (close to St LoUIS)

1ST WORK CO-OP JANUARY OR MAY 1998
VIDEO CONFERENCING INTERVIEW - PICK UP SHEETS ON "TIPS FOR VIDEO
INTERVIEWING"
Company: Oryx Energy

Sign-up Method: Open

Majo. .. ' MET
USIPerm
Minimum GPA 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up releaSed 912197 DEADLINE until filled

WORK WCATION: JACKSON, TENNESSEE
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIORMAYlJUNE 1998
WILLRE-SCHEDULEFOROCTOBER

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Sign-up released 1011197 DEADLINE 10113/978AM
WORK WCATlON' ST, WUlS, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
JOB DESCRIPTION AVAILABLE, CO-OP OFC, 303D NORWOOD HALL
Company: Landis & Staefa
Date of Interview: 10117

Company: Tennalum DivlKaiser Aluminum.
Date of Interview: 10/20

Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS

Date of Interview: 10115

Majors: PETR GEOL MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.

Sign-up released 9124197 Deadline 1011197 8am
Work Location: Dallas, Texas
Start 1st co-op work session ,January 98, MaylJune 1998 or August 1998

INFORMATION MEETING SCHEDULED 6-7PM OCTOBER 14, 1997
UCE 213 M!SSOURI ROOM

Company: U_S_Space & Rocket Center
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 10128
Majors: CHEM AERO MECH CHE PHYS AMTH L1FS ENGL ECON HIST
USIPenn
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing
Sign-up released 10114197 DEADLINE 10121197
WORK LOCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START ISTWORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10127197 6PM UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELOR AT US SPACE CAMP
Company: U.S. Space & Rocket Center
Date of Interview: 10/28

Sign-up Method: Open

Majors: CER CNL ELEC EMAN GEE MET MIN NUCL PETR CMPS
USlPerm
' Miriimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up released 10114197 DEADLINE 1012 1197
WORK WCATION: HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
START 1ST WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 101271976PM UCE 211 MERAMEC ROOM
NOTE: TEAM LEADERICOUNSELOR AT THE US §PACE CAMP
Company: Union Pacific Railroad, Info. Tech. Sign-up Method: PRS ·OPEN
Date of Interview: 10/24

Majors: ELEC
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshm an Sophomt)re Junior standing.

Sign-up released 9123197 DEADLINE 10110197 8AM
WORKWCATION: OMAHA, NEBRASKA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 ANDIORMAYlJUNE 1998
INFORMATION MEETING 10123197 7-8:30PM - 201 Norwood Han
Company: Union Pacific RR

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Date of Interview: 10/22, 101

Majors: MECH CIVL EMAN ELEC
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior Sophomore standing.

Sign-up released 9123197 - Deadline 1018197 Bam
,
WORK LOCATION: OMAHA, NEBRASKA AND LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
INFORMATION MEETING 10121 - UCE 211 Meramec RoOm
6-7 PM
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998 AND CONTINUE TO AUGUST 1998
AND JUNE 1998 THROUGH DEC 1998 Homepage: www.uprr.com
Company: United Construction

Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN

Date of Interview: 10/24

Majors: CNL
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.

Sign-up released 1012197 DEADLINE 10114197
WORK WCATION: ST, LOUIS, MISSOURI, WUlSVILLE, KY OR INDIANAPOLIS, IN
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION JANUARY 1998
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--------------Full-Time-------------ACME BRICK COMPANY

P.O. Box 397

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10129

Sealy, TX 77474

Majors:

I

Minimum GPA: 2.650

MECH

Grad Dates: 1297 00
CitizenshIp:
position Available: Mangt TraineelPn.;ect Engr

position Location: Sealy, TX; Oklahoma
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 17

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/28

Majors:
ELEC C MP~..
Grad Dates:0597 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: .
Position Available: Design Engineer: Staff Scientist
position Location: Huntsville, AL
Deadline for submitting reSUMes: October 16
'Nww.adtran.com

lSOI Crawford Street

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/27

lliddletown, OH 45043·000 I
o\Un: Mr. Michael J. Lehman, Sr. Human Resources Re p
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
\!ajors:
CHE ELEC MET EMAN MECH
}rad Dates:0597 1297
~itizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Management Trainee
Position Location: Middletown, OR
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 16

\LLIED SIGNAL AEROSPACE
Method: PRS·OPEN
100 North Rogers Rd MS
Interview Date: 10/24
)latbe. KS 66061·1294
\tID: Mr. Matt Whiting, Enginee r
:legree' Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.0'00
ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS
llajors:
}rad Dates: 1297 0598 0'798
~itizenship:

Quincy. IL 62305·3 11 6

Majors: ·
AERO ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Grad Da tes: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: US/Perm
Position Available : Manufacturing Leadership Program
Pos ition Location: Various U.S. cities
Deadline for s ubmitting resum es: October 15

Method: PHS·OPEN
30M INTERNATIONAL
Interview Date: ~0/28
1501 BDM Way
"cLean, VA 22102
\nn: Mr. Seth Feit, College Relations Manager
}egree Level: B M Minimum CPA: 2.800
~ajors:
ELEC CMPS MGTS AMTH
l rad Dates: 1297 0598 07~8
;itizensrup:
.
>osition Available: Information available in 301 Norwood Hall
)osition Location: Same as above
)eadline for submitting res um es: October 16
nformation on pos ition available in 30 1 Norwood Hall

vww.bdm.com

IHP MINERALS. INTE RNATIO N
Method: PHS·OPEN
;50 California Street
Interview Date: 10/28
lan Francisco, CA 94104

\.ttn: Mr. Richard D. Berry, Manager StatT Development
)egree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.450
~ajors:
MIN
;rad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/28

4901 Mai n Suite 300

Kansas City. MO 64112
Attn : Ms. Judy Kashka, Technica l Documentation Manage r

Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates:0597 1297
Citizenship:
Pos ition Available: Software Develop; Quality Assut: Customer Support
Position Location: Kansas City
Deadline for s ubmitting resumes: October 16
Inform ation on position ava il able in 30 1 Norwood Hall
www.inso.com

Method: PHS.pPEN
INTERCONNECT DEV1CES.lNC
!lIOI Richland Ave nue
Interview Date: 10128 .
Kansas City, KS 66106
Attn: Ms. George Brajkovic. Recruitment & Training Sp.
Minimum CPA: 2..000
Degree Level: B
Majors:
ELEC MET MECH
Grad Dates:0597 1297
Citizenship:
Pos ition Available: Desig:!l Engineer
Pos ition Location: Kansas City
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 17
www .idinet.com
JOHNSON CONTROLS. INC.
2 188 Welsch Indu strial

Method : PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/29

St. Louis. MO 63 146·4291
Attn: Mr. David A. Tim m, Service Operations Manager
Degree Level: B M

Minimum CPA: 2.950

Citizenship:
Position Available : Sales Engineer
Pos ition Location: Nationw ide
Deadli ne for s ubmitting resume: October 17

PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING : Tues, Oct 28.· In formation to follow
Information Information on positio n available in 30 1 Norwood Hall
www .johnsoncontrois.com

LIITL EFUSE. INC.

Method: PHS· OPEN

800 East Northwest Hig
Des Plaines, IL G0016

Interv iew Date: 10/27

Attn : Ms. Pam Pietras , Human Resources Represent.
Degree Level: B
Minimum CPA: 2.450

Majors:
MECH
Grad Da tes: 129700
Citizenship:
Position Available : Manufacturi ng Engineer
Position Location: Centralia. IL
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 16
WWW .llttlefuse .com

Method: PHS· CLOSED

MARATHON OIL COMPANY

Interview Date: 10/28, 10/29. 1013 1
PO Box 481 '1 Room 271
Houston, TX 77210·<18 14
Attn : Ms. Debbie Groth, Recrui ting Secretary
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.750

~itizenshi p :

'osition Available: Mining Enginee r
'osition Location: New Mexico
)eadline for submitting resumes: October 16

Majors:
GEE MECH PETR GEOL
Grad Dates: 1297 00 0598 0798

'RE·REORUlTMENT MEETING: Mond , Oct 27·6:00 p.m.' 216 McNutt Hall
IWw.bhp.com

IOEING . ST. LOUlS
Method: Open
547 Phontom, MC 27617
Interview Date: 10/20
:1. Louis. MO 63042
.ttn: M• . Sheila Lake. Staffing Specialist
legree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.700
Iajor.:
EMAN MECH
lrad Dates: 129705980798
itiz.enahip: US Only
osition Available: Manuft EngrsIStructures. Fabrication, Installation
osition Location: St. Louis. MO
IPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Immediately
ilformation on position available in 301 Norwood llalI
rww .@mdc.oom
LIENT·SERVEHS SOLlITIONS

INSO CO RPORATIO N

Majors:
ELEC MECH
Grad Dates:0598 0798

'osition Available : Software Engineer
'osition-Location: Olathe, KS
}eadline for submitting res umes: Octobe r 16

008 Altom Court

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date : 10/28

Lane

http://www .coltcci ndustries.com

Hunts\-ille. AL 35807
Attn: Ms. Martha J . Coss. Engineering Admin. Ass t .
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950

<\K STEEL

Wism~nn

PRE·RECRUlTMENT MEETING: Thurs. Oct 16·6:00 p.m.·20 1 Norwood Ha n

~,ww .acmebrick .co m

ADTRAN, INC.
PO Box 070020

3 105

Attn: Mr. Steve Meckes. VP of Human Resources
Degree Level: B
Minimum CPA: 2.750

Attn: Mr. James Krueger, Plant Engineer

Degree Level: B

CO LTEC INDUSTRIES INC

Method: PHS·OPEN
Interview Date: 10/29

t. Louis, MO 63146
ltn: Mr. Brian Butler, President
~g,,",

Citizenship: USlPerm
Pos ition Available: En ginee rs
Position Location: WY; TX: LA: OK; NM
Deadline for submitting resum es: October 16

PRE·RECRUITME;NT MEETING : Mond. Oct 2 7. 6:00 p.m.' Missouri Room
www .marathon.com

MOBILE APPLICATION SER
320 W Port Place Dr Su

Method: PHS·CLOSED
Interview Date: 10/27

St. Louis. MO 63146
Attn: Mr. Rod Zimmerman. President
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.950
Major.:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Date.:0597 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: SY8temslSaies Engr: C++ Developer; Java Developer
Position Location: St . Louis, MO
Deadline for subm ittin~ re8umes: October 16
bttp:/Iwww.mobileapps .com

Method: PHS·OPEN

MOTOROLA· LAND MOBILE

Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
lajors:
CMPS
rad Dates: 1297 0598 0798

Schaumburg. IL 60196

itizenship: USlPerm
osition Available: Database D~velop: Windows Develop; C++ Programm er
OSition Location: St. ·Louis, MO
eadline for submitting resumes: October 18
ww .csrad.com

Majors:
CMPS
Grad Dates: 1297 05980798

1301 Eas t Algonquin

Interview Date: 10128

Attn: Ms . Gerri Bau . Coordinator
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000

Citizenship:
Pos ition Available: Compus ter Software Engr.
Position Location: Schaumburg, IL
Deadline for s ubmitting resumes: October 17

MTW CONSULTING
1900 Shawnee MISS ion P

Met hod: PRS·OPEN
Intervie w Date: 10/111

Mission Woods, I(S 6(1205
Attn: Mr. Chuck Au s till.
Degree Level: B
Mmlmum OPA

3.000
Majors'
CMPS
Grad Dates· 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: USlPerm
TH IS SCHEDULE HAS BEEN SET UP FROM RESUMES SENTTO THE COMPANY ON A
DISK.
NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
Method: Open
InterView Date: 10/28
4100 Edison Lakes Park
Mishawaka. IN 46545
Attn: i\h:. Mau reen McCOIge. Coordinator Person nel
Degree Level: B
M llumulU CPA: :tODD
Majors:
CHE MET
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship'

Positi on Avaitable: Engmeer
Position Location: Portage, IN
OPEN S[GN· UP DATE: October 21 . 8:00 a. In .
www.nationalsteel.com
Method: Open
NATIONAL STEEL COMPANY
Interview Date: 10/28
4100 Edison Lakes Pa rk
Mishaw aka, IN 116545
Attn: Ms. Mau reen McCo ige, Coordinator Pe rsonnel
Degree Level: B
Minimum CPA: 2.000
Majors: · ELEC M ECH
Grad Dates: 1297 05980798
Citizenship:
Positio n Available: Engineer
Positio n Location: Portage, IN
OPEN SIGN·UP DAT E: Octobe r 2 1 · 8:00 a.m.
www .natio na ls tee l.co m
Method: PRS·O P EN
NORTHRUP GRUMMAN CORP
8900 East Washin gton B
Inte rview Da te: 10/29
P ico Rive ra . CA 90660·3783
Att n: Ms. Stepha nie Moreno, Corpora te College Recruitin
. Degree Level: B M Mi nimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
ELEC CMPS AMTH
Gra d Dates:0597 129805980798
Citizensrup : US Only
Position Available: Enginee r
Position Location: Ok lahom alSouthem Ca lifornia
Deadline for submitting resumes: October 18
Inform ation on position a va ilable in 301 Norwood Ha ll
www.northgrum .com
PSI· PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INDUSTRIES
Method: Open
Inte rview Date: 10/27
.510 East 22nd St reet
Lombard. IL 60 148
Attn: Ms. Traci Hirstein, Hu ma n Resources Coordina tor
Degree Leve l: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
CIVL
Majors:
Grad Dates:0597 1297
Citize nship: USfPerm
Position Ava ila ble: Sta ff Enginee r
Posit ion Loca tion: Na tionwide
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Octobe r 15 · 8:00 a .m.
Informa tion on position ava ilable in 30 1 Norwood Hall
www.psiusa.com

rvle tllOd Open
RASKAS DAIRY. INC
Interv iew Date' 10/20
165 N .:\Ii (>r<ltnec Ave SUI t
St LOlW~. MO Ga 10;;·3780
Attn- Mr Bill Rcebcl. I ndU Slfl31 Relatio ns Mangr
Degree LeveL B
ivl lllllnum C PA 2.000
:Vi<1jOfR"

CHE EMAN MEC H

(;rnd DelleB' 129700
Cltl/,cn"hlp. l'S/Penll
POSitIon Available: Project Engillee r

Posmon Location" St. LoUIS, MO
Opgi\' SH,;:'\!,UP DATE- I mmed Iately
~Iethoci PHS·I'CFS
SBC CO~ IMlINICATrONS [ 'C
Inte rView Date: 10/22
One Bell Center. SU ite
St. Louis. ~IO 6:~ 101
Atm" ~lr l\lark .Jacobl. Mar-ager, Co rp Staffin g
DegreE:! Level. B ~ 1 ~hnimum GPA: 3.000
Majors:
C[VL ELEC EMA.N CMPS MGTS
Grad D"tes:1297 00
Cit Izenship: l'SlPerm
SCHEDULE SET UP FROM RESUMES COLLECTED AT THE CAREER I'AIR.

Method' Open
WORLDCOM
InterVie w Da te: lOf27
One Williams Center Me
Tu lsa. OK 74 I 72
-\ttn: Ms. Pat Sm ith , Administrative ASS ista nt
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 3.450
Majors:
CHE AMTH E LEC CMPS MGTS MECH ECON
Gra d Dates:0597 1297
Citizens hip: US Only
Positio n Avai lab le: Switched Tra ffic Engr: Leased Facilities Planning
Analyst: Loca l Access Planni ng Analyst: Network Business Ana lyst :
Network SAS Analyst
Pos ition Location: Tu lsa, OK
OPEN S IGN· UP DATE: October 20 . 8:00 a im.

CANCELLATIONS, CHANGES, ETC . .
. CANCELLATIONS
Ford Motor Com pany · Summer Schedule Only has been cance lled
CornEd · October 9 · Chicago. IL
Schedule has bee n ca ncelled
Raytheon T I Systems' October 15
Schedu le has been ca ncelled
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Raytheon E System s · Gree nville · October 14
Schedule has been cancelled
Mowrola . Cellular Sector. Arlington Hgts, IL
October 13 . Schedule has been cancelled

UMR Computing & Information Services
http://www.umr.edul-cchtmV
OFFICE: MlCS 114 #341 -4841 ; M-F 8:30pm - 4:30pm
CLC: M/CS' 104/108
.
24 Hours Continuous: Sunday 8:00am - Saturday 2:00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight
HELPDESK: hup:/Iwww.umr.edulhelpdeskl
MlCS 104 #341-HELP(4357)
E-mail problems to: helpdesk@umr.edu
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HeJpDesk Question/Answer Archive
12th & PINE 364-33 11
RlGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

Thursday
the Chiefs
&
the Chargers
Budlight Promo

Everyone has questions that· they need answered, but there' s not always someone
around to ask. We at Comp·uting Services' HeJpdesk understand this problem. Since we
are not always available to help you we have compiled the HelpDesk Question/Answer
Archive. The Archive is linked from the HelpDesk Home Page which is at the followi ng
URL: htlp://www.umr.edu/helpdesk . Inside The Archive you will fi nd answers to
questions covering a broad range of topics, from how to change you r password to solvi ng

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR
ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES AND
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

F.A.DJ.:O"IJS B"IJ:Fl.:Fl.I'T'OS
11 :30-2:00

your Dial-Up problems. Even Ihough there are hundreds of entries in The Archive.
filld ing something to help fix your problem is still quick and easy. 'All you have to do is
enter a few words describin g or relating 10 you r specific problecl, and the search engine
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Financial A i d - - - RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as
a farmwork e r in the p ast two
years, you may be eligible to reo
ceive free tuition assistance for
your education . If you have worked
as a fa rm, orchard , gr eenhouse or
poultry/egg productioR employee,
you may qualify. To obtain details
and the field representative clos·
est to you call 1·800·234 ·4971.

CHR YSLER ANNOUNCES
NEW S CH O LARS HIP PROGRAM
With a n eye toward assisting
outstanding college bo un d s t u·
dents , Chrysler Corporation re o
cently awarded 1,000 grants to
40 recipients throu gh its new Jun·
ior Golf Sch olarship Program .
Even, though t he m ajority of the '
winners play golf, all selections
were made based upon their aca·
demic and extracurricular effort.
For more informa tion on this ex·
citing program call 1·800·856·
0764.

tions must be m a iled by these
dates.
To r ecei"e a n a pplica t ion
plea se send a stamped ***(US 32
ce nts), se lf· a ddresse d, s ta ndard'
letter size (Nu. 10) envelope to the
following a ddress: The J ohn Gyles
E ducation Fu n d, Attention : R.
J a mes Co ugle, Administrator, P.
O. Box 4808, 71 2 Riverside Drive,
Fr ede rickton , New B runs wick
Ca nada ESB 5G4.
.
We use inte rnatio nal m a il
seFvices, t herefore U.S. postage is
acceptable.

KIDS' CHANCE I NC. OF MISS OURI

Wh at is Kids' Chance? It is a
nonprofit corporation developed
by interested insurers , employers,
attorneys, la bor, medica l and reo
habilitation groups. The purpose
of Kids' Chance is to provide fina ncial scholarships to complete the
education of children of workers
who have been seriously injured
or killed in Missouri work related
injuries.
Which Children are Eligible
for the Scholarship? Children who
DEPARTMENT OF THE have a parent who was p.erma·
ARMY U.S. ARMY HEALTH nently or catastrophically injured
PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT or killed in a Missouri compens·
AGENCY
able injury or occupational dis·
ease, and who are Missouri resi·
Let the Army pay your way . dents between the ages of 16 and
through Medical, Dental Optom' 25.
etry School, or a Doctoral level de·
Applications available in the .
gree in Clinical!Research Psychol·
Student Financial Aid Office, G· 1
ogy. Scholarship incl~des: full tu· Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65409ition, required books, lab fees, reo 0260 or by calling 1·800·522·0938.
quired equipment rental, $865:00
monthly stipend.
AMERICORPS EDUCATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON AWARDS PROGRAM
ARMY-SCHOLARSHIP OPPOR·
The AmeriCorps Education
TUNITIEs CONTACT: CAPTAIN
DINO L. MURPHY OR MRS . Awards Program offers membere
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1- the standard Ame~Corps educa·
tion stipend.o f over $4,700 for one
800-829-0924.
year of community service, hut
unlike AmeriCoips USA, it does
THE JOHN GYLES EDUCA- not provide a living allowance or
TION FUND SCHoLARSHIP
other benefits.
For information on this pro·
The John Gyles Education gram contact the Student Finan·
Fund is a private, benevolent en· cial Aid Office, G·1 Parker Hall.
deawr established seven years ago
with the help of. a Canadian!
SCHOLARSHIP
American benefactor. Each year CARAT
financial assistance is available FOUNDATION
to students in both Canada and
To receive current information
the UJli,ted States. Full Canadian
or American citizenship is a reo packets and applications for The
quirement. Awards are available Carat Scholarship. please have
to both male and female students interested IItudents se~d a
for all areas of post· secondary stamped Self addressed envelope
study. A minimum GPA of 2.7 is to: Carat Scholarship Foundaiton,
required. Criteria other than Attn: Carol McAuliffe-Director, 5
strictly academic ability and fi· Magnolia Parkway, Hawthorn
nancial need are considered in the Woods, IL .60047.
selection process. Selected stu·
The schedule for the Carat
dents will receive up to $3,000.00. Scholarship Foundation Awards '
Filing dates for mailing·.applica. is as follows :
Academic semester: Spring
tion in 1997 are April 1st, June
16th, November 16th. Applica· 1998, Applications Postmarked
by: November 1, 1997, Awards

Dis tribu t ed by: De cember 15,
1997 .
Acade mic s e me ste r: Fall
1998, Application s Postm a rked
by: April 1, 1998, Awards Distrib·
uted by: J une 15, 1998.
Aca demic semes ter Spring
1999, Applications Postm arke d
by: Nov e mbe r 1, 1998, Awards
Distribute d by: Dece mb er 15,
1998.
Carat Schola rs h ip Founda·
tions is f un ded by t h e
contrubutions of civic· minded in·
divid uals, bus inesses a nd var ious
fund raisers. The Founda tion of·
fers $ 5 00 · $ 1000 schola r s h ips
semia nnually to graduate a nd under gr ad uate stu dents who a r e
United Scates citizens . The schol·
arships are a warded on the basis
of career goals , financial need and
acad.~ mic record.

CHARLES P. BELL CONSERVATION $500 SCHOLARSHIPS

QUALIFICATIONS .
Applicant must be a Missouri
resident. Applicants enrolled in
Missouri schods will be given pref·
erence.
Applicant m ust.be involved in
the management of natural reo
sources, specifically: Fish, Wild·
life, Forest, Soil, Water.
Applicants must already have
earned at least 60 hours of college
credits.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G·l
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received by: JanuarY 16, 1998.

grant is awarded, have completed
on e year of ae ro s p ace ·re la t e d
gr aduate studies at a well recog·
nized instit ution of higher education .
Applications availa ble in t he
Student Financial Aid Office, G· l
P arker H all.
App lica tion de~ dline must be
p ostm ark ed by N o ve mb er 1,
199 7.

P E T ER' D . COURT OIS CONCRET E
C ONSTRU CTION
SCHOLARSHIPS
Two $ 1,000 (U. S.) awards are
a vailable t hro ugh ·the ACI Con ·
crete Re se arch and Edu catio n
Foundation (ConREF) for u nder·
gradu ate study in concrete con ·
stru ction for t h e 1998 -99 aca ·
demic year. The Peter D. Cour tois
Concr ete Con struction Sch olar·
ship honor the memory of Peter D.
C:;ourtois, whose long· ter m com·
mitm en t t o pr actica l a chieve ·
ments in cons truction focu sed on
the fields of form work and tilt· up
construction.

REQUIREMENTS:

lowship , V. Moha n Malhorta F el·
lowship , Stewar t C. W"' tson F el·
lowship, a nd ACI F ellowships .

R EQUIREMENTS:
These awards are open to any
stu dent comp le tin g studies to·
ward the bachelor degree or one
who has received a bachelor degree fro m a higher education in·
stitut ion which is accredited by
the r esponsible regional or national agency.
The following cl~teria must be
met by the applicalOt:
Mu st h ave possessio n of a
bachelor degree from an accredited
progra m by the sum mer of 1998.
At the time of acceptance of
the fellowship (but not necessar·
ily at the time of application) the
applica n t m us t h ave been accepted for gra duate study. This
gradu ate study must be in engi·
neering, architectural, or ma teri·
als science program at a n accre dited college or university in t he
USA or Canada which offers a
graduata program in concrete design, m aterials, or construction,
with the exception of the V. Mohan
Malho t ra Fellowship which is
available only to an applicant ma~
joring in concrete materials science research and the Stewart C.
Watson Fellowship which is avail·
able to an applicant with a spe·
cial interest in joints and bearings
for concrete structures.
Must be a full· time first or
second.year gradaute student duro
ing the entire fellowship year.
Must be proficient in the En·
glish language (or French as reo
quired in Province of Quebec or
Spanish in Puerto Rico).
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G·l
Pa~ker Hall.
Application deadline must be
received no later than: January
J.6.1998.

These awards are open to any
undergraduate student in the
United States or Canada. The stu·
dent shall have achieved senior
status in a four· year or longer un·
dergraduate program in engineer·
ing. construction, or technology
during the year for which the
awards are presented. The awards
will be made on the basis of demo
o~strated interest and abiltiy to
work in the field of concrete con:
struction . .
The student must have a
. course load of 6 or 'more credit
ZONTA INTERNATIONAL hours each semester during the
AMEILlA EARHART FEL- period fOf which the award 'is
LOWSHIP AWARDS FOR made.
WOMEN 1998-99 ELiGIBILTY
The student must be a senior
during the year for which the
Have completed a bachelor's award is made (not necessarily at NATIONAL SECURITY EDUdegree in a qualifying area of sci- the time of application).
CATION PROGRAM (NSEP)
ence or engineering closely related
Transcripts, recommenda·
to advanced studies in aerospace· tions, and an essay must be sub·
The National Security Educa·
related science or aerospace·re- mitted as outlined on the applica· tion Program was designed to prolated engineering.
tion form .
APplicatiqns avliil· vide American undergraduates
Demonstrate a superior aca· able in the Stu4ent Financial Aid with the resources and encourage·
demic record with evidence of po· Office.G·1 Parker -Hall. Applica' ment they need to acquire skilla
tential at a recognized university tion deadline must be received by: and experience in countries and
or college as verified by transcripts, January 16, 1998.
areas of the word critical to the
recommendations and acceptance
future security of our ~ation. As a
'student of another culture and lan·
or verification by any institution
of higher education with accredited CONCRETE RESEARCH AND. guage you will begin to acquire the
courses in aerospace· related stud· EDUCATIONAL FOUNDA- international competence you need
TION OF ACI INTERNA- to communicate effectively across
ies.
Provide evidence of a well·de· TIONAL
borders , understand other
fined research program in aero·
perpectives and analyze increasspace·related science or aerospace·
$3,000 (U.S.) awards are now ingly fluid economic and political
related engineering as described available through the ACI Inter· realities.
in the application essay. research national Concrete Research and
and publications. Clearly demon· .Education Foundation (ConREF) REQUIREMENTS:
strate'the relationship of your reo for graduate study in the field of
As a U.S . undergraduate stu·
.search to aerospace and verify your concrete for the 1998·99 academic
research program with at least one year. The awards include the dent, you are eligible to apply for
Katharine and Bryant Mather an NSEP scholarship if you meet
letter of recommendation.
By the time the fellowship Fellowship, ACI . W.R. Grace Fel· he following conditions:
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u.s. citizenship at the time 1998.
Applicants must be currently
of application.
Matriculated as a freshmen , enrolled UMR students who are
sophomore) junior, or senior in a pursuing a degree program in enU.S. post-secondary institution, gineering or science.
Selection will be based upon
including universities, colleges,
and community colleges accred- academic achievement, potential
ited by an accrediting body recog- leadership qualities, and finanical
nized by the U.S . Department of need . .
"Application forms are avail:
Education.
Applying to engage in a study able at the Minority Engineering
abroad experience that meets Program office, 212 Engineering
Research Laboratory, and the Stuhome institution standards.
Planning to use the scholar- dent Financial Aid, G-l Parker
ship for study abroad. NSEP un- . Hall.
Application deadline is: Ocdergraduate scholarships are not
tober 15, 1997.
for study in the U.S.
YO\1r study abroad program
KANSAS CITY CHAPTER OF
ends before you graduate.
Applications available in the THE CONSTRUCTION FIStudent Financial Aid Office, G-l NANCIAL MANAGEMENT AS-.
Parker Hall. Application dead- SOCIATION
line: January 26, 1998.
The Kansas City Chapter of
CFMA is a professional organizaTHE BARRY M_ GOLDWATER tion that is promoting growth of
SCHOLARSHIP AND EXCEL- construction finanical manageLENCE
IN EDUCATION ment in the Kansas· City area.
FOUNDATION
Since its inception in 1985, the
primary purpose of the Kansas
This scholarship covers eligible City Chapter has.been to unite inexpenses for tuition, fees, books, dividuals having finanical responand room and board to a maxi- sibilities in the construction indusmum of$7,500per academic year. try and provide a forum through
Junior scholarship recipients can which the members can meet to
expect to receive a maximum of two exchange ideas. We sincerely want
years of scholarship support. Se- to see construction financial mannior scholarship recipients are eli- agement as a profession passed
gible for a maxim um of one year of on to qualifed outstanding men
scholarship support.
and women.

ELIGffiILITY:

REQUIREMENTS:

To be considered for nomination, a student must:
be a current sophomore orjunior pursuing a bachelor's degree on
a
full-time basis. A cur<l"ent
sophomore sutdent in a two-year
college who plans to transfer to a
baccalaureate program may be
nominated.
have an average of at least B
or the equivalent and be in the
upper fourth of his or her class.
be a U.S citizen, U.S. national,
or resident alien.
have ·a demonstrated interst
in a career in mathematics, the
natural sciences, or engineering.
be nominated by his or her college or university on the official
nomination materials provided by the Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarship .
and Excellence in Education
Foundation.

Scholarships will be awarded
based on merit and the recipient's
potential contribution to the financial management of the construction industry in
the Kansas City area. Financial need may
be considered. To be eligible.for a
scholarship from the Kansas City
Chapter an applicant must meet
the following criteria:
Be enrolled or plan to enroll
in an accredited four year Degree
Program as a Junior during the
1"998-99 school year with a series
of courses related to a" Accounting, Finance, or Management de-

MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
SCHOLARSHIP
Applications are now being
accepted for. the Martin Luther
King, Jr: Memorial Scholarship
~hich will begin in the spring of
,
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Be a Missouri resident.
Be a high school senior: freshman or sophomore at a community or four-year college or university in Missouri (with not more
than 60 college credit hours).
Rank in the top 15% of their
high school class or score in the
top 15.
national percentile on
an ACT or SAT
examination
(Last year tlie qualifying ACT
Score' was 25).
Application packet must be
submitted by: February 15, 1998.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION MISSOURI MINORITY TEACHING SCHOLARSHIP.
This scholarship is a $3,000
per year renewable award for up
to four years.
Be a Missouri resident.
Be African Americna, Asian
American, Hispanic American, or
Native American.
Be a high school senior, college student, or returning adult
(without
a degree) who ranks
in the top 25 percent of their high
school class and scores at or a bove
the 75th percentile on the ACT or
SAT examination. (Last year
qualifying ACT score was 23.) OR,
individuals who have completed 30
college hours and h ave a cum ulative G.P.A. or 3.0. OR, individuals
with a baccalaureate degree who
are returning to an approved math
or science teachel' education program.
Application must be submitted by: February 15, 1998.

AMERICAN SOCIETY 'OF
HEATING, REFRIGERATING
AND AIR-CONDITIONING
ENGINEERS, INC.

A Grant-in~Aid is a grant of
Qualify as a full time student funds to a full-time graduate stu(minimum of 12 hours a semes- . dent of ASHRAE-related techter).
nologies. Is is awarded once each
Provide proof of previous scho- year for use in the
following
lastic achievement (minimum cu- academic year. Norm;llly 20 to 25
mulative
3.0 grade-point aver- grants are made each year.
age on a 4.0 scholar or equivalent)
Applicants s40uldbe involved
a nd be progressing toward a de- in the heating, ventilation, air congree or certificate.
ditioning or refrigeration
Provide a letter or recommen- (HVAC&R) fields or in related
dation from a college professor, a areas. These rei a ted areas
business person, a nd a personal may include indoor air quality, enacquaintance.
ergy conservation, human comfort
Be capable of serving an in - or HVAC
ternship in Kansas City during the system design, operation or mainsummer
tenance.
of 1998.
Applications must be received
Application deadline must be by: December 15, 1997.
submitted before: December 31,
1997.
FULBRIGHT GRANTS

The campus deadline is 4:30
p.m.on December 5, 1997. Applications must be complete, including letters of reference a nd
transcripts and returned to the
Office of the Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs, 204 Parker
Hall, by this date . The application
is a lso available via our Home
P age:http://www. umr. edu/-acafrs/pressrel.html

• _

REQUIREMENTS:

gree.

DEADLINE:

,

This scholarship is a on-time
non-renewable award of $2000 to
be used in one academic year.

DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
EDUCATION
MISSOURI
TEACHER
EDUCATION
SCHOLARSHIP
~
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The United States Information Agency (USIA), the J. William F ulbright Foreign Scholarship Board a nd t he Institute of
International Education (IIE) announce the official opening of tfe

"e-'" .. . ....... .. . . . ..... -. .......... --- . ....... ~

1998-99 competition for Fulbright
and related grants for graduate
study abroad in academic fields
and for professional training in
the creative and performing arts.
The purpose of these grants
is to increas mutual understanding between the people of the
United Statesand other countries
through the exchange of persons,
knowledge and skills. Fulbright
Grants are funded under the Mutual Educational and Cultural
ExchangeAct of 1961 through an
annual appropriation made by
Congress to USIA and by foreign
governments, universities, corporations , and private donors .
Fulbright Grants are available for
study or research. Trael grants are
available to selected countries to
supplement maintenence awards
from other sources that do not provide funds for international travel
or to supplement the applicant's
personal funds . The J . William
Fulbright Foreign Schola'rship
Board, composed of 12 educational
and· public leaders appointed by
the president of the United
States, establishes criteria for the
selection of candidates and has final authority for the awarding of
grants.
For all grants , applicants
must be U.s. citizens at the time
of a pplication and hold a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent
by the beginning date of the grant.
Creative and performing artists
are not r e quired to have a
bachelor's degree, but they must
have' four years of relevant training or study. Candidates in medicine must have an M.D. or equivalent (e.g. D.D.s., O.D., etc) at the
time of application.
All applicants are required to
have sufficient proficiency in the
language of the host country to
Cl.lrry out their proposed research
or.study.
Full grants provide round-trip
international travel, maintenence
for the tenure of the award, a research allowance, and tuition waivers, if applicable. Travel grants
provide round-trip international
travel to the country where the student will pursue st~dy or research.
All grants include suppiemental
health and accident insurance.
For further information, contact Dr. Walter Gajda, Jr., 204
Parker Hall. The campus application deadline is October 17,
1997.

1998 NS 'F GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS _
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS
AND MINORITY GRADUATE
FELLOWSHIPS
The National Science Foundation (NSF) will award approxi.
mately 1,000 new three-year
Graduate Fellowships and Minority Graduate Fellowships in
March 1998. Seperate competi.
tions are conducted for Graduate
Fellowships and Minority Gradu.
ate Fellowships, each with addi.
tional awards offered for women
in engineering and computer and
information science.
The NSF Graduate and Minority Graduate Fellowships are
only open to-individuals who are,
at the time of application, citizens
or nationals of the United States
or permanent resident aliens of
the United States.
The NSF Graduate Fellow.
ships are intended for students at
or nea, the beginning of their
graduate study in science; mathematics, or engineering. Eligibil.
ity is limited to those individuals
who, by the beginning of the fall
1997 term , have completed no
more than 20 semester hours of
graduate study in the science and
engineering fields suppo~ted by
this program since completion of
a baccalaureate degree in science
or engineering.
The NSF Minority Graduate
Fellowship competition is open to
members of a racial or ethnic minority group represented in the
a dvanced levels ofthe U.s. science
and engineering pool as defined in
the program announcement. Mi·
nority Graduate Fellowships are
intended for students in the early
stages of their graduate study in
science, mathematics, or engineer·
ing. Eligibility is limited to those
individuals who, by the beginning
of the fall 1997 term, have completed no more than 30 semester
hours or equivalent, of graduate
study in the science and engineer·
ing fields supported by this program since completion of a baccalaureate degree in science or engineering.
The NSF Fellowship stipend
during 1998-99 wi! be $15,000 for
12-month tenures. Applications
may be obtained from the Office of
the Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs, 204 Parker Hall. Applications must be post marked by
November 6, 1997.

A GOOD BOOK IS A
GOODFRIEND
Rolla Books
1000 S_ Bishop
Rolla, MO 65401
(573) 368-4155
South Hwy. 63
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Calendar of Events
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All organizational meeting times
.and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the ~ ''lre- .
mentioned office.

COlllpe '

I
_

7: IS am: Associated Students of the
University of'MO Breakfast Speaker,
Mark Twain Rm

1

Gradual
y Grad,

"iii_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . 9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma sel ling
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U!er an/

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

and Mi
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n,citizem
ed Stal~
aliens i
Fellol.

Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck
II :00 a m: Soc. of Hispanic Profesional
Engineers Fiesta at the Puck, The Puck

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

I :3 0 pm:
McNutt

5:45 pm: Christian Science Org. ,
Sunrise Rm UCW
6:~0

pm: Chess club, Gallery UCE
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6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNutt

3:00 pm:
UMR Multicultural
Educational Support Program Coffee
Talk, "Broadbanding" , 107 Norwood
Hall

6:20 pm:
Associated General
Contractors, 217 CE
6:20 pm: American Concrete Institute,
118CE

3:30 pm: Computer Science Dept.
Seminar, "Broadcast with Selective
Reduction" , 209 M-CS

7:00 pm: American Society of Civil
Engineers, 117 CE

3:30 pm: Student Council, Walnut Rm
UCW

7:00 pm: American Society of
Mechanical Engr ~ . I 04 ME

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
field s

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge
UCE
'

C hri stian Ca mpu s
6:00 pm:
Fellowship, Mark Twain or Missouri
RmsUCE

7:30 poi: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF

8:00 pm : Alpha Chi Sigma, G-3
Schrenk

FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000

$1.00 OFF
SHIPPING
UPS Ground Shipping
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MAIL BOXES ETC.

1028 So_ V_S_ 63
Rolla. MO '
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364-0007 Pax
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ROAD
CLOSED

7:00 pm : SI. Pats, 107C ME Annex

7 :00 pm:
Mc Nutt

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
3 14CE

Show Me Anim e, 204
7:00 pm: Bridge club. Miner Lounge
UCE

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Min'er Lounge
UCE

8:00 pm: SolarCarTeam, 103 Em"n
7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Chain
Reaction , 104ME

'Saturday ':
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck
2:30 pm: Student Counci l, Si lver &
Gold Rm UCE
.

7:00 & 9:00 pm: SUB Fall Film Chain
Reaction, 104 ME

.'

I .'}

Credit Card fundrai sers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups, Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$S.OONISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

~

Not to us!
We're going straight ahead
for treatments and cu res
for 40 neuromuscular diseases.

MIa"
~uscular

Qystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People help MDA. .. because MOA helps people.

I

9:30 a m: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck
1:30pm: Chinese Student Assn., 105 ,

....- - - - - - -...- . . . 117, 215 , 2 16ME
9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma sell in g
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck
2:00 pm: UMR Miner soc ~"r vs.
Central Methodist Co llege, Fayette,
2:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery UCE
Mo.

continued on page 28

THE U.S. SPACE &
ROCKET CENTER IS
SEARCmNG FOR
COUNSELORS!
A representative will be on campus Monday, October 27
conducting an lNFORMATION SESSION at 6:00 p.m.,
in the University Center East, 211 MERAMEC

Interviews will be conducted Tuesday, October 28, 1997.

r---------------

stipenQ

7:00 pm: UMR Mi ner soccer vs.
Missouri Baptist College, SI. Louis

2:00 .pm: UMR Miner football vs.
Truman State Uni vers ity, Kirksvill e,
Mo .

6:30 pm' UMR Continuing Education
Short Course, "Pilot Ground Schooi" ,
Meramec Rm UCE

9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
practice, Multi-pmpose Bldg

"OOO fm

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge
UCE

Academic Council, 204

3:00 pm: Men's vo lleyba ll club
practice, Multi-p urpose Bldg

Eligib~

dividuaJ,
fthe fa!
[eled DI
hours ~
.ence ani
.orled b}
l[etion d
nsciena

3:00 pm: Trap & Skeet Clu b, 107
Beuhler

2:00 pm: Spanish Club, 205 H-SS

ldenta ~

of then
e; Illa~

7:00 pm: Am . Soc iet y of Ci v il
Engineers ElT review session, 117 CE

Must have completed your sophomore year of college.
Some e~ence working with young people desired.
ALL MAJORS WILL BE ,CONSIDERED.
Free

housing, meals and uniforms are provided. Positions also
include hourly wage and paid training. Choose from a
January or February 1998 Training date_
For more information contact University of Missouri - Rolla
Career Opportunities Center or:

u.s. SPACE & ROCKET CENTER
205-721-7191 or
E-mail;hr@spacecmp.com

EOE
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6:00 pm: UMR Independents officers

4:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.
Central Metllodist College, Fayette,
Mo.

3:30 pm:

Campus

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge

meeting, Walnut Rm UCW

Christian
Fellowship, 106 Eman

6:30 pm: UMR Continuing Education

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby

8:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110

Short Course, "Pilot Ground School",
Meramec Rrn UCE

fields

Buehler Bldg.

5:00 pm: IFC, 216 McNutt

9:00 pm: Delta Omicron Lambda, 126

6:00 pm: Chess club, Cafeteria UCE

UCE

6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204

7:00 pm: Men's and women's volleyball
club practice, Multi-purpose Bldg

7:00 pm: UMR Lady Miner soccer vs.

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge

Southwest Missouri State University,
Springfield; Mo.

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME

6:30 pm: Student Council Exec
'm eetings, Missouri Rm UCE

Schrenk Hall

6:30 pm: AIChE, G-3 ChE

9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208

7:00 pm:

Harris Hall

UCE

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge

McNutt

Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

11 :30 am: University Orators Chapter
of Toastmasters [ntemational, Missouri
Rrn UCE

7:00 pm:

UCE

Assn. of Engineering
Geologists, 204 McNutt

7:00 pm: National Society of Black

7:00 pm: UMR College Democrats

Engineers/Assn. of Black Students, 204
McNutt

Business Meeting, 212 McNutt

4:30 pm: Chemistry Dept. Seminar,
"Electrosynthesis of Conductors and
Sem iconductors w ith Unusual
Morphologies", G-3 Schrenk

7:00 pm:
8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,

Am. Society of Civil
Engineers EIT review session, 117 CE

3 14CE

I

I'

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma se llin g
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

7:00 pm: Bridge club, Miner Lounge

7:00 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE
7:00 pm: Fi lm Festival Sherlock}r. &
Man With A Camera , Leach Theatre
Castleman Hall

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling
Halloween-O-Grams, The Puck

12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn
1735 N. Bishop Ave

4:00 pm: Rugby team practice, Rugby
fields

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
216 McNutt

8:00 pm: StudenrUnion-Board Lecture
and Q&A by William B. Davis
(Cigarette Man on X:Files), Centennial
Hall UCE

9:00 pm: Women's volleyball club
5:45 pm: Chris ti an Science Org. , . practice, Multi-pu,rpose Bldg
Sunrise Rrn UCW

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
* Mild to Moderate Asthmatics
* Presently on medications or not
* Testing investigational, non-marketed asthma
medications

Car Ste reo I n s tallation . Rates
start ing at $25 + parts. Please call
368 -353 0 or e-mai l jls@ umr. ed u.
MECP
CERTiF IED . 5 yea rs
experience.

Off-Campus Student Housing - The
Brechmacher House - Christian female
house, utilities paid , cable TV, up to
seven residents. 609 W. 9 St. Less
than dorm. 364-443 I for information.

* Age 12 and older
CLINICAL RESEARCH OF THE OZARKS
509 E Tenth Street
Rolla, MO 65401
364-7777
Ask for Kimberly, Vicki, Rhonda, or Robin

DISCOUNT SMOKE SHOP
708 N Bishop Ave
(Above Domino's)
368-4200 .
Hours: Monday thru Saturday
Sunday

Free Lighter
with Carton Purchase
(While Supplies Last)

7 am - 8 pm
11 am - 5 pm

-Cigarettes!
-Imported Cigarettes!
-Cigars!
-Pipe Tobacco!
-Accessories I
-And Much More

*FREE CARTON GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK*
(No Purchase Necessary, Visit Store For Details)

"WE SMOKE THE COMPETITION!"
CQMING SOON: WALK - IN HUMIDOR
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Classifieds -----~-

ATTENTION ASTHMA PATIENTS
Paid volunteers are needed for ongoing/upcoming studies

Fres

In~tilute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, G-31 EE

UCE

9:30 am: Tau Beta Sigma selling

october 22, J
~

Part-Time Position distributin g
advertising materials. N o selling
' involved. All materials provided at
no charge. 1- 800- YOUR-JOB.
www.acmnelcorniposteringtyouryob.hlm

_
Spring Break '98
Free food and drin k's' Cancun ,
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida from
$399. Organize a small group and travel
FREE! Hi g hest commissions a nd
lowest prices l Call Surf & Sun Tours
to become a campus representative
(800)574-7577

HEY!!! I'm looking for people who
want: Flexible Hours, Above average
wages, like he lping oth~rs. Serious
inquiries only. 573-368-3752.

College Tours Spring Break '98
$$ Book MazatIan Now and Save $$
from $389 (St Louis Depan.)
Ai r, Hotel, Transfers, Parties

Cat For Sale: Charming, gentle female.
Pretty calico and white colour. Costs:
Half the price of shots and neutering.
Call 364-7051.

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted
to promote SPRING BREAK!! Call
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com.

1-800-395-4896

Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner
at 103B Norwood Hall, or via email at miner@umr,edu.

$$ StUdent Workers Needed $$
The Office of Annual Giving' is looking for enthusiastic student callers to work in this year's
annual phonathon program. Qualifications for the
calling positions include; an ability to talk with
ease on the phone, strong command of spoken
and written English, attention to detail and dependability. Student caller
applicants must be available to work ai least two evenings per week during
scheduled phonathons. This is a great opportunity to increase your skills in
meeting people, thinking on your feet and also helping UMR in important
fundraising projects. (It could be a useful item on your resume also!) Pay
starts at $5.50 / hour. If interested, please stop by the Annual Giving Office, # 112 Campus Support Facility and pick up an application, or call 3416376 for information. We would like to meet you!
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